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& Addiction& to& psychostimulants& such& as& methamphetamine& (MA)& is& a&
significant& public& health& issue& in& the& United& States& with& no& FDA[approved&
pharmacological& interventions.& MA& addiction& is& a& heritable& neuropsychiatric&
disorder,&however,&its&genetic&basis&is&almost&entirely&unknown.&Available&human&
genome[wide& association& studies& (GWAS)& lack& sufficient& power& to& detect& the&
influence&of&common&genetic&variation&on&the&risk&of&addiction.&Mammalian&model&
organisms& offer& an& attractive& alternative& to&more& rapidly& uncover& novel& genetic&
factors& that& contribute& to& addiction[relevant& neurobehavioral& traits.& Using&
quantitative& trait& locus& (QTL)& mapping& in& mice,& we& identified& a& locus& on&
chromosome& 11& that& contributed& to& a& decrease& in& sensitivity& to& the& locomotor&
stimulant&properties&of&MA.&To&fine&map&this&QTL,&we&generated&interval[specific&











Hnrnph1& as& a& quantitative& trait& gene& for& MA& sensitivityg& (2)& assess& the& MA&
addiction[relevant& behaviors& presented& by&Hnrnph1+/[&mice& through& conditioned&
place&preference&(CPP)&and&oral&self[administration&proceduresg&and&(3)& identify&
the& neurobiological& mechanisms& through& which& Hnrnph1& affects& behavior& via&
transcriptome,& immunohistochemical& and& neurochemical& assessments& of& the&
mesocorticolimbic& dopamine& circuit.& Overall,&Hnrnph1+/[& mice& display& increased&
dopaminergic&innervation&and&MA&dose[dependent&dopamine&release&in&nucleus&







PLoS% Genetics.& QTL& mapping& and& fine& mapping& via& congenic& analysis& were&
completed&by&Drs.&Clarissa&C.&Parker&and&Camron&D.&Bryant,& respectively.&The&
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major& public& health& concern,& ATS,& which& include& amphetamine& (AMPH),&

















crystal,& chalk,& and& ice)& is& an& extremely& addictive& derivative& and& was& first&








With& regard& to& the& physiological& effects& on& the& human& body,& MA& promotes&
increased& heart& rate& and& body& temperature,& insomnia,& excessive& talking,&
excitation,& and& aggression.& Chronic& use& can& result& in& more& severe& physical&
conditions&such&as&nutritional&deficiencies,&sleep&deprivation,&anxiety,&depression&








al.,& 2004)& (Figure, 1AKB).& At& the& level& of& the& synapse,& Positron& Emission&
Tomography& (PET)& scans& reveal& a& reduction& in& striatal& dopamine& transporters&






et& al.,& (2004)].& The&mean& reduction& in& gray&matter& in& the&MA&group,& relative& to&
healthy& controls,& is& expressed& as& a& percentage& and& shown& color[coded& (blue&
colors,&no&reductiong&red&colors,&greater&reduction).&In&the&left&medial&wall&(a)&and&
right[lateral&(b)&and&left[lateral&(c)&brain&surfaces,&gray[matter&differences&are&not&
pronounced.& The& significance& of& these& differences& is& plotted& in& d–f.& (B)&
Hippocampal&atrophy& in&MA&abusers& is& linked&with&poorer&memory&performance&
[adapted&from&Thompson&et&al.,& (2004)].&Shown&in&millimeters& in&(e)&and&(f),& the&
average& radial& size& of& the& hippocampus& in&MA& abusers& (e)& is& smaller& in& some&
regions&[red&colors& in&(g)]& than&corresponding&regions& in&healthy&controls&(f).& (h)&
shows&hippocampal& regions& (in& red&colors)& in&which&word[recall& performance& is&

















Aside& from& direct& physiological& consequences,& various& epidemiological& studies&
have&correlated&MA&use&with&an&increased&risk&rate&of&HIV&infection,&partly&due&to&
increased&libido&and&risky&sexual&behavior&(Frosch&et&al.,&1996).&Some&users&further&




In& addition& to& MA,& starting& in& the& mid[1990s& and& continuing& to& present& day,&
prescriptions& of& closely& related& stimulants,& such& as& d[amphetamine& and&
methylphenidate,& for& the& treatment& of& Attentional& Deficit/Hyperactivity& Disorder&
(ADHD)&have&notably&spiked.&In&the&United&States&alone,&prescriptions&for&adults&
have&increased&six[fold&and&at&a&6.5%&annual&rate&for&adolescents&(Rabiner,&2013g&








research& on& drug& effectiveness& in& normal& healthy& individuals& is& sparse.& More&
concerning& is& the& administration& of& AMPH& in& combination& with& other&
&&7&
pharmaceuticals,&illicit&drugs,&and&alcohol&which&increase&the&chance&of&an&adverse&







progressive& cascade& with& distinct& phases& including& acute& drug& response,&
tolerance,& sensitization,& dependence,& and& craving& (Palmer& && De& Wit,& 2012).&
According& to& the& Diagnostic& and& Statistical& Manual& of& Mental& Disorders& of& the&





associated& with& drugs& of& abuse.& Animal& models& in& particular& have& afforded&
researchers& the& capability& to& construct& and& scrutinize& various& aspects& of& the&
addictive& process,& which& cannot& realistically& be& done& in& human& patients.& The&
mesocorticolimbic&dopamine&circuit,&which&consists&of&projections&from&the&ventral&
tegmental& area& (VTA)& to& the& nucleus& accumbens& (NAc),& olfactory& tubercle,&






































circuit,& early& studies& utilized& pharmacological& approaches—which& included&
chemical&induced&lesions,&agonists,&and&antagonists—in&the&brains&of&rodents&and&
primates.& Using& the& 6[hydroxydopamine& neurotoxin,& dopaminergic& projections&
from& the& VTA& to& the& NAc& were& effectively& lesioned,& resulting& in& a& profound&
extinction[like& attenuation& of& cocaine& and& AMPH& self[administration& in& rats&
(Roberts& et& al.,& 1980g& Lyness& et& al.,& 1979).& Postsynaptic& pharmacological&
manipulation&with&DA&agonists&such&as&apomorphine&and&pirbedil&also&attenuated&
AMPH&self[administration&(Lyness&et&al.,&1979g&Yokel&&&Wise,&1978).&Conversely,&
D1& dopamine& receptor& antagonism& with& SCH23390& microinjection,& but& not& D2&
dopamine& receptor& antagonism& with& spiperone,& dose[dependently& increased&
cocaine& self[administration& in& rats& (Koob& et& al.,& 1987g&Maldonado& et& al.,& 1993).&
These&initial& findings&supported&the&early&notion&that&mesolimbic&dopamine&(DA)&
signaling&through&D1&receptors&in&the&NAc&is&necessary&for&drug&self[administration&
behavior& and& reward& processing& (Tran& et& al.,& 2005).& Further& evidence& of& the&








The& PFC& is& also& important& for& addiction.& Specifically,& extensive& rodent& studies&
implicate& the&orbital,&medial& and& cingulate& subregions&of& the&PFC& in& controlling&
subjective& effects& such& as& craving,& contingency& representation,& outcome&
representation,&and&reinforcement&evaluation&(Everitt&&&Robbins,&2005).&The&PFC&





conditioned& reinforcement& or& the& acquisition& of& cue[induced& cocaine& seeking&
(Hutcheson&&&Everitt,&2003).&&
&
With& regard& to& circuitry,& the& PFC,& NAc& and& VTA& are& interconnected& directly& or&
indirectly& (Figure,2).&The&VTA&sends&dopaminergic&projections& to& the&PFC&and&





both&dopaminergic&and&non[dopaminergic& cells& (Sesack&&&Pickel,& 1992).&Some&





Nonetheless,& dopaminergic& innervation&of& the&PFC& is& important& for& intra[medial&
PFC& cocaine& self[administration& since& 6[hydroxydopamine& lesions& disrupt& this&
behavior&(Goeders&&&Smith,&1983),&while&D1&antagonist&(SCH23390)&application&




Like& all& drugs& of& abuse,& systemically& circulating& MA& enters& the& brain& through&






through& lipophilic& diffusion& and& dopamine& transporter& (DAT)& binding& & (Liang& &&
Rutledge,& 1982g& Mack& && Bönisch,& 1979).& MA& also& displaces& DA& from& vesicles&
within& dopaminergic& presynaptic& terminals& through& binding& and& reversal& of&



























Under& normal& physiological& conditions& within& the& striatum,& dopamine& that& is&
released&into&the&synapse&is&taken&up&into&the&presynaptic&neuron&via&dopamine&
transporters& and& is& then& transported& into& the& synaptic& vesicles& by& vesicular&
monoamine& transporters.&Methamphetamine&promotes& the& release&of&dopamine&
from& presynaptic& dopaminergic& neurons& into& the& synapse& via& translocation& of&
dopamine& from& the& synaptic& vesicle& to& the& neuronal& cytoplasm& via& vesicular&






















mediates& the& rewarding& properties& and& locomotor& effects& of& MA& and& other&
psychostimulants&through&activating&the&cAMP[PKA&signaling&pathway&(Higashi&et&
al.,& 1989g& Kelly,& Low,& && Rubinstein,& 2008g& Vezina,& 1996g& Xu& et& al.,& 1994).& & In&
addition&to&DA&signaling,&glutamatergic&neurotransmission&via&postsynaptic&NMDA&
and&AMPA&activation& also& influences& locomotor& activity& after& acute&MA& (Witkin,&
1993).& Studies& focused& on& the& convergence& of& these& two& systems& onto&
postsynaptic& dendrites& of& striatal& MSNs& have& elucidated& an& important&
neuromodulatory& role& of& DA[D1& receptor& activation& on& subsequent& glutamate–
mediated&activation&of&AMPA&and&NMDA&channel&receptors.&Specifically,&DA&from&
dopaminergic& neuron& input& into& the& STR& functions& as& the& “gatekeeper”& for&
glutamatergic&neuron&input.&Interestingly,&upon&stimulation,&midbrain&dopaminergic&
neurons&were&found&to&co[release&DA&and&glutamate&in&the&NAc&but&not&the&dorsal&







Flores[Hernandez& 2002g& Svenningsson& et& al.,& 2004g& Wolf& et& al.,& 2003).& The&











through& D2& receptor& activation& (Zheng& et& al.,& 1999).& Unlike& like& the&
D1/PKA/DARPP[32&pathway&of&the&STR,&D1&receptor&activation&in&the&PFC&does&
not& result& in& increased& DARPP32& threonine[34& phosphorylation,& but& rather& in&
ERK1/2& phosphorylation& (Sarantis& et& al.,& 2009).& Further& increase& in& ERK1/2&
phosphorylation& is& observed& through& D1& and& NMDA& co[activation,& which& is&











and& behavioral& components.& Behavioral& paradigms& have& varying& degrees& of&
construct,&face,&and&predictive&validity&(Nestler&&&Hyman,&2010).&Construct&validity&
refers&to&disease&relevance,&meaningfulness&or&explanatory&power&of&the&model.&In&
determining& construct& validity,& one& needs& to& consider& whether& the& model&
recapitulates&the&developmental&and&etiological&aspects&of& the&behavior&that&are&
present& in& the&clinical& form&(Chadman&et&al.,&2008),&which&could& include&various&
environmental&or&genetic&contributions.&Face&validity&is&the&extent&by&which&a&model&










control&animals.&With&respect& to&psychostimulants,& locomotor&activity& is&a&useful&




response,&DA& transmission&plays&a&central& role& in& the& rewarding&and&motivation&
responses&to&drugs&of&abuse&in&animal&models&and&humans&(Drevets&et&al.,&2001g&
Hurd&et&al.,&1989g&Koob&et&al.,&1987g&Weiss,&Markou,&et&al.,&1992).&Thus&locomotor&





Extensive& research& in& humans& support& the& importance& of& drug[related&
environmental& stimuli& in& influencing& addictive& behaviors& (Robbins& && Ehrman,&
1992).&Conditioned&place&preference&(CPP)&is&a&widely&used&Pavlovian&behavioral&








(i.e.& saline)& is& paired& with& another,& usually& for& multiple& alternating& days.& CPP&
sessions&generally&involve&test&sessions&that&are&15[20&minutes,&although&longer&





after& a& pretest& (usually& the& first& exposure& to& the& apparatus)& animals& are&
subsequently&trained&with&drug&on&either&the&preferred&or&unpreferred&context,&or&
counterbalanced&between& the& two.&To&parse& the&effects&of&context&and&drug&on&
conditioned&animals,&saline[injected&control&animals&that&are&given&saline&in&both&
contexts& can& be& employed& (Bardo& et& al.,& 1995).& With& regard& to& route& of&
administration,& drug& can& be& administered& in& a& variety& of& ways,& including&
intraperitoneal& (IP),& subcutaneous& (SC),& intravenous& (IV)& or& orally.&










drug& taking& behavior.&Operant& drug& self[administration& (SA)& is& the& current& gold&
standard& in& the& field& to& assess& such& behaviors& in& animals,& particularly& rodents&










(FR)& schedule,& where& animals& are& delivered& a& reinforcer& (drug)& after& a& certain&
number& of& pre[programmed& active& responses& are& given.& Reinforcer& delivery& is&
usually&given&immediately&for&IVSA,&however&for&oral&SA,&fixed&interval&times&are&
established& to& allow& for& manual& drug& consumption.& In& contrast& to& FR,& under& a&




reinforce& delivery& (Richardson& && Roberts,& 1996).& PR& is& believed& to& be& a&more&
rigorous&metric& to& evaluate&motivation& in& animals.&With& regard& to& drug& delivery&
routes,& both& IV& and& oral& SA& have& proven& to& be& suitable& for& measuring& the&
reinforcement& of& psychostimulants& like& MA& (Shabani& et& al.,& 2012).& Orally[
administered&MA&and&AMPH&is&common&in&humans&and&is&readily&absorbed&into&
systemic& circulation& (Sulzer& et& al.,& 2005).& Although& first& pass& metabolism& can&
reduce&drug&levels&available&to&the&brain&and&taste&can&potentially&inhibit&oral&intake,&
drug& reinforcement& with& psychostimulants& such& as& MA& has& successfully& been&




Figure, 4., Conditioned, place, preference, (CPP), and, oral, drug, selfK
administration,apparatuses.,,
(A)&Conditioned&place&preference&(CPP)&apparatus&with&a&central&divider/&doorway&






























addictions,&association&studies&have&been&employed& in&effort& to& identify&specific&
genes&that&confer&susceptibility& to&drug&abuse&and&dependence.&Yet,&due&to&the&
complex& genetic& architecture& of& addiction,& which& includes& both& genetic& and&
environmental& correlates,& hundreds& of& genetic& variants& are& anticipated& to& be&
involved&and&the&extent&of&risk&predisposed&by&any&variant&is&unclear.&The&two&major&
types&of& genetic& association& studies& utilized& in& humans& include& candidate& gene&
associations& studies& (CGAS)& and& genome[wide& association& studies& (GWAS)&
(Amos&et&al.,&2010).&The&CGAS&approach&begins&with&the&a%priori&selection&of&a&
gene& based& on& its& relevance& with& the& disease& under& study,& followed& by& the&




and&drawbacks.&CGAS&can&be&applied& to&explore& the& contribution&of& a&gene&of&
interest&to&disease,&but&are&frequently&underpowered,&consequently&increasing&the&
&&27&










Ho& et& al.,& 2010g& Kranzler& et& al.,& 2008g& Nurnberger& et& al.,& 1982).& Heritability& for&
psychostimulant& addiction,& including& MA& and& cocaine,& is& predicted& to& range&
between&0.4&and&0.7&in&humans,&indicating&a&robust&genetic&component&(Goldman,&
Oroszi,&&&Ducci,&2005g&Ho&et&al.,&2010g&Tsuang&et&al.,&1996).&To&date,&there&are&
very& few& GWAS& of& acute& MA& sensitivity& or& dependence& that& report& significant&
findings,& in& part& due& to& insufficient& sample& sizes& (Bousman,& Glatt,& Everall,& &&
Tsuang,&2009).&Of&the&limited&studies,&two&human&GWAS&studies&revealed&SNPs&




1996g& Takeuchi& et& al.,& 2000),& yet& the& functional& consequences& of& ascertained&
&&28&
variants& on& gene& or& protein& function& remain& elusive.& With& regard& to& other&
psychostimulants,&more& recently& family&with& sequence& similarity& 53,&member& B&
(FAM53Bg&P%=%4.28&x&10[8)&was&associated&with&cocaine&dependence&(Gelernter&et&
al.,&2014).&Thus&far,&FAM53B&has&been&implicated&in&cellular&proliferation&(Thermes&
et&al.,& 2006),&however,&additional& studies&need& to&be&done& to& further&dissect& its&
biological&functions&in&the&brain.&In&contrast&to&GWAS,&CGAS&has&identified&a&list&of&
genes&associated&with&MA&use:&three&associated&with&MA&&abuse&(COMPT,&DRD4,&
GABRA1)g& nine& associated& with& MA& dependence& (ARRB2,& BDNF,& CYP2D6,&
GLYT1,& GSTM1,& GSTP1,& PDYN,& PICK1,& and& SLC22A3)g& two& with& MA&
abuse/dependence&(AKT1&and&GABRG2)g&and&four&with&MA&psychosis&(DTNBP1,&
OPRM1,&SNCA,&and&SOD2)&(Bousman&et&al.,&2009).&Interestingly,&many&of&these&








drawback& of& human& studies& is& the& reduced& ability& to& control& for& environmental&
exposure&which&can&reduce&power&and/or&obfuscate&the&detection&of&associated&




the& use& of& low& recombinant& populations& such& as& an& F2& intercross,& backcrosses&
(BC),& and& traditionally& used& recombinant& inbred& (RI)& lines& (Cheng& et& al.,& 2010g&
Parker&&&Palmer,&2011).&In&such&cases,&QTLs&encompass&broad&genomic&loci&that&
harbor& causal& variants& across& hundreds& genes& and& intergenic& regions.& To&
circumvent&this&issue,&advanced&intercrossed&lines,&reduced&complexity&crosses,&
heterogeneous& stocks& and& diversity& outbred&mice& can& be& employed.& Advanced&
intercross&lines&are&generated&through&successive&generations&of&pseudorandom&
mating& after& the& F2& generation,& which& allows& for& the& accumulation& of& novel&
recombination& events,& the& breakdown& of& linkage& disequilibrium& and& hence&
narrower& QTL& intervals& (Parker& et& al.,& 2014).& The& Reduced& Complexity& Cross&















In& addition& to& forward& genetics,& a& variety& of& relatively& high[throughput& reverse&
genetic&tools&are&available&for&testing&causal&associations&that&link&gene&candidates&
with& behavior.& Transcription& activator[like& effector& nucleases& (TALENs)& and&
clustered& regulator& interspaced& short& palindromic& repeats& (CRISPR)/Cas[based&
approaches&have&made&the&the&generation&of&gene&knock[outs&and&knock[ins&more&
amenable& in& a& shorter& timeframe& (months& versus& years)& (Gaj,& 2014g& Wefers,&
Meyer,&et&al.,&2013g&Wefers,&Ortiz,&Wurst,&&&Kuhn,&2013).&Briefly,&TALENs&consist&
of&customizable&sequence[specific&DNA[binding&domains&(TAL&elements)&that&are&
fused& together& to& allow& for& specific& sequence& recognition& (Boch& et& al.,& 2009).&
TALENs&are&designed&in&pairs&to&include&a&left&and&right&arm,&which&are&spaced&
apart&by&about&14[16&base&pairs&by&a&conjugated&FokI& restriction&endonuclease&
that& is& only& functional& upon& heterodimerization& with& the& opposing& arm’s& FokI&
component& (Christian& et& al.,& 2010).& Upon& heterodimerization& of& the& FokI&
components&of&the&TALENs&pairs,&a&double[stranded&break&is&introduced&into&the&
target&domain&which&is&then&repaired&through&a&process&known&as&non[homologous&
end[joining& (NHEJ).& This& yields& a& null& mutant& gene& through& the& introduced&





We& and& others& have& reported& several& QTLs&mice& that& influence&MA& sensitivity&
(Bryant&et&al.,&2009,&2012g&Cheng&et&al.,&2010g&Grisel&et&al.,&1997g&Palmer&et&al.,&
2005g& Parker& et& al.,& 2012g& Phillips& et& al.,& 2008).& More& recently,& we& used& QTL&
mapping&in&a&C57BL/6J&(B6)&x&DBA/2J&(D2)&F2&cross&followed&by&fine&mapping&of&
interval[specific& congenics& lines,& in&which&D2& loci&were& introgressed& onto& a&B6&
background,&to&fine&map&a&206&kb&interval&on&chromosome&11&(Iakoubova&et&al.,&
2001g& Yazdani& et& al.,& 2015).& Using& a& reverse& genetics& approach,& specifically&
TALENs[mediated& frameshift& deletions& in& the& first& coding& exons& of& positional&














consists& of& specific& RNA[binding& and& protein[binding& domains& which& dictate&
sequence[specific&binding&and&protein[protein&interactions,&respectively&(Glisovic&
et&al.,&2008).&These&unique&components&play&a&crucial&role& in&RBP&function&and&
hence& sequence& perturbations& post[transcriptionally& or& post[translationally& can&
have&significant&implications&on&RBP&function.&In&the&brain,&many&RBPs&contribute&
to&neurodevelopment&and&synaptic&plasticity&and&hence&have&prominent&roles& in&
neurodegenerative/neurodevelopmental& disorders& including& Autism& Spectrum&




is& a& substantial& amount& of& evidence& to& implicate& a& subset& of& RBPs& involved& in&
neuropsychiatric& disorders& with& addiction,& due& their& prominent& roles&
neurodevelopment,& synaptic& plasticity& and& neurobehavioral& modulation& (Bryant&
and& Yazdani& 2015).& As& previously& mentioned,& we& recently& identified&Hnrnph1,&
which&encodes&an&RBP,&to&be&the&quantitative&trait&gene&influencing&MA&sensitivity&
(Yazdani&et&al.,&2015).&In&the&context&of&the&findings&presented&in&this&thesis&and&
the& current& literature,& we& provide& support& for& the& hypothesis& that& Hnrnph1&
contributes& to& mesolimbic& dopaminergic& neuron& innervationg& additionally,&
polymorphisms&in&Hnrnph1&affect&the&neurodevelopment&of&this&circuit&which&in&turn&
&&33&






hnRNP&H1&has& a&multi[functional& role& in&RNA&metabolism,&which& includes& pre[




sequence& identity& and& are& not& functionally& differentiated,& hence&we&will& refer& to&




unique& in& their& mode& of& RNA& recognition& in& comparison& to& classical& canonical&
RRMs&of&other&hnRNPs& in& that& they&possess&an&extra&β3’& loop&and&can&bind& to&
Guanine[triplet&regions&to&initiate&splicing&activity&(Dominguez&&&Allain,&2006).&The&
two&GRDs&of&hnRNP&H&are&referred&to&as&the&Glycine[Arginine[Tyrosine&(GRY)[



























































To& begin& to& unravel& the& complex& the& function& of& hnRNP& H1& in& addiction,& its&
localization&and&distribution&in&the&brain,&particularly&in&mesocorticolimbic&dopamine&













in& culture,& hnRNP&H1&and&H2&also& regulate&alternative& splicing&of& the&neuronal&
differentiation&factor&TRF2&by&binding&to&exon&7&to&yield&a&full&length&TRF2&isoform,&
which& inhibits&neuronal&differentiation&(Grammatikakis&et&al.,&2016).&Additionally,&
whole[exome& sequencing& has& identified& HNRNPH2& variants& in& the& nuclear&
localization& signal& that& are& associated& with& neurodevelopmental& disorders& in&
females&(Bain&et&al.,&2016).&Given&these&findings,&we&hypothesize&hnRNP&H1&to&
&&37&












gene& regulates&behavioral& sensitivity& to&drugs&of&abuse,& including&MA.&To&date,&





H1& in& the& neuroadaptive& changes& in& dopaminergic& neuron& function& during&
progressive&alcohol&consumption&and&the&development&of&addiction.&Given&these&





















is& to& further& elucidate& the& genetic& and& neurobiological& mechanisms& underlying&





Aim% 2:& Evaluate& the& contribution& of& Hnrnph1& to& methamphetamine&
conditioned&reward&and&operant&reinforcement.&

























We& positionally& cloned& a& 206& kb& quantitative& trait& locus& (QTL)& containing& two&
protein& coding& genes& (Hnrnph1& and& Rufy1)& that& was& necessary& for&
methamphetamine[induced& locomotor& activity& in& mice.& Striatal& transcriptome&
analysis&of&the&QTL&identified&a&downregulation&of&genes&involved&in&dopaminergic&
neuron& development,& glutamatergic& and& adrenergic& signaling,& implicating& a&
neurodevelopmental& mechanism& that& reduces& striatal& neurotransmission.&
Transcription&activator[like&effector&nuclease[mediated&deletion&in&the&first&coding&





Substance&abuse&disorders,& including& those& involving&psychostimulants&such&as&
cocaine&and&methamphetamine&(MA)&are&heritable&disorders&whose&major&genetic&
determinants&have&not&been&identified&(Gelernter&&&Kranzler,&2010g&Goldman&et&al.,&
2005g& Ho& et& al.,& 2010).& & There& are& very& few& genome[wide& association& studies&
(GWAS)& related& to& psychostimulant& dependence& that& report& genome[wide&
significant&findings&and&include&an&association&of&the&FAM53B&locus&with&cocaine&
dependence&(Gelernter&et&al.,&2014)&and&an&association&of&CDH13&with&the&positive&
subjective& response& to& amphetamine& in& healthy& volunteers& (Hart& et& al.,& 2012).&
Because& the& development& of& addiction& comprises& an& aggregate& of& progressive&
neurobehavioral& symptoms,& each& of& which& may& have& distinguishing& genetic&
architectures,&a&more&tractable&approach&to&understanding&its&genetic&basis&may&
be&to&focus&on&heritable&intermediate&phenotypes&that&are&closely&aligned&with&the&
neurobiology& of& disease& (Flint,& Timpson,& && Munafo,& 2014).& In& this& regard,&
mammalian&model&organisms&are&particularly&powerful&(Donaldson&&&Hen,&2015),&
providing& exquisite& control& over& environmental& conditions& preceding& and&
concomitant&with&phenotypic&assessment.&&&
&
Drugs& of& abuse,& including& psychostimulants& such& as&MA& and& cocaine& potently&
activate&the&mesocorticolimbic&reward&circuitry&in&humans&(Völlm&et&al.,&2004)&and&
stimulate& locomotor&activity& in&mice& (Caligiuri&&&Buitenhuys,&2005).&The&primary&








amphetamines& (Arnsten,& 2006g& Caligiuri& && Buitenhuys,& 2005g& Deminiere& et& al.,&
1989g& Palmer& et& al.,& 2005g& Schmidt& && Weinshenker,& 2014).& Additionally,&
determining&the&genetic&basis&of&sensitivity&to&amphetamines&could&provide&insight&
into& the& neurobiology& of& other& conditions& involving& perturbations& in& dopamine&











employ& genome& editing& to& identify& the& quantitative& trait& genes& (QTGs)& (Turner,&
&&43&
2014).& To& accomplish& this& goal,& we& previously& employed& an& interval[specific&









candidate& gene& Csnk1e& that& influenced& locomotor& stimulant& sensitivity& to&
psychostimulants&and&opioids&(Bryant&et&al.,&2012).&&
&





B6& background& and& possessed& introgressed& intervals& from& the& D2& strain& that&
spanned&chromosome&11.&To&identify&potential&neurobiological&mechanisms&that&
bridge&genetic&variation&with&behavior,&we&conducted&transcriptome&analysis&of&a&
congenic& line&capturing& the&QTL&for& reduced&MA&sensitivity.&We&focused&on& the&
&&44&
striatum,& a& large,& heterogeneous& brain& region& responsible& for& psychostimulant[
induced&dopamine&release,&locomotor&activity&and&reward&(Gold,&Geyer,&&&Koob,&
1989)&and&dopaminergic&perturbations&associated&with&attention&deficit&hyperactive&
disorder& (ADHD)& and& schizophrenia& (Mehler[Wex& et& al.,& 2006).& We& used&
GeneNetwork&(Chesler&et&al.,&2004)&and&in%silico&expression&QTL&(eQTL)&analysis&
of& several& brain& regions& to& identify& cis[& and& trans[QTLs& that& potentially& explain&
changes&in&the&transcriptome&caused&by&inheritance&of&the&chromosome&11&QTL.&
Finally,& to& identify& the& QTG& responsible& for& reduced& MA& sensitivity,& we& used&















and& on& Day& 3& in& response& to& MA& (Parker& et& al.,& 2012).& Here,& we& focused& on&















































derived& from&1,000&permutations.&Green&and&blue&QTL& traces&denote& the& locus&































































































































the& D2& strain& on& an& isogenic& B6& background.& The& SNP& markers& used& for&
genotyping& and& monitoring& recombination& events& are& listed& in&Supplementary&
Tables,1&and&2,(see&Yazdani&et&al.,&2015).&F&statistics&and&p[values&for&the&ANOVA&
results& for& main& effects& of& genotype& and& interactions& with& time& are& listed& in&
Supplementary& Table, 3, (see& Yazdani& et& al.,& 2015).& Additional& statistics& are&
reported&in&the&main&text&below&in&cases&where&there&were&significant&interactions.&&
&
Figures, 7a& and&8a& illustrate& the& genomic& intervals& (Mb)& for& the& congenic& lines&
spanning& chromosome& 11& and& the& subcongenic& lines& derived& from& Line& 4,&
respectively.&&Because&our&main&focus&was&on&MA&(Day&3),&we&overlaid&the&peak&











For& Day& 2,& the& Genotype& x& Time& interaction& (F10,585& =& 6.67g& p& <& 0.0001)& was&
explained&by&an&effect&of&Genotype&at&all&six&time&bins&(F2,117&=&33.31,&10.07,&17.37,&
18.19,&9.41,&and&6.51g&p&<&0.01)&and&by& time[dependent&dominant&and&additive&









































further&dissected& this& locus& (Lines&4c[4h).& &We& first&determined& the&sample&size&
required&to&detect&the&effect&of&Line&4b&on&Day&3&(25&ming&peak&QTL&effect&–,Figure,
6c).&We&used&the&means&and&standard&deviations&of&B6&and&H&groups&in&G*Power3&
(http://www.psycho.uni[duesseldorf.de/aap/projects/gpower/)& and& calculated& an&
effect&size&of&r&=&0.34&(Cohen’s&d&&=&0.72).&A&sample&size&of&N&=&25&was&required&to&























=& congenic& line& captures& the&QTL& for& reduced&MA& sensitivity& on& Day& 3.& & ([)& =&
congenic&line&fails&to&capture&the&QTL.&The&SNPs&used&to&genotype&Lines&1[6&are&
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&(a)& Eight& lines& were& derived& from& Line& 4& (Lines& 4a[4h)& that& possessed&











and& the& statistics& are& reported& in&Supplementary,Table, 3& (see&Yazdani& et& al.,&
2015).&(e)&The&proximal&boundary&is&shown&for&Line&4b&that&captured&the&QTL&for&
reduced&MA&sensitivity&on&Day&3&(+)&and&for&Line&4c&that&failed&to&capture&the&QTL&
([).& Replacement& of& a& 206& Kb& congenic& region& with& the& B6& allele& in& Line& 4c&
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that& was& genotyped& as& H& which& occurred& in& an& intergenic& region& located& at&
50,391,845& bp.& This& SNP& defined& the& 206& Kb& critical& interval& (50,185,512[
50,391,845& bpg& Supplementary, Table, 2,& see& Yazdani& et& al.,& 2015)& which&

















and& identified& between& 91& (FDR&<& 5%)& and& 174& differentially& expressed& genes&
(FDR& <& 20%).& The& vast& majority& of& these& genes& were& downregulated&
(Supplementary,Table,6,&see&Yazdani&et&al.,&2015).&Notably,&Nr4a2&(Nurr1)&was&
the& top& hit,& demonstrating& a& 2.1[fold& decrease& in& expression& (p& =& 4.2& x& 10[15g&
Supplementary,Table,6,&see&Yazdani&et&al.,&2015g&Figure,9).&Decreased&Nurr1&
expression& in&Line&4a&was&confirmed&using&qPCR& (Figure,A4a).&The& top& three&
canonical&pathways&identified&using&Ingenuity&Pathway&Analysis&(IPAg&Ingenuity®&
Systems,& Redwood& City,& CA,& USAg& www.qiagen.com/ingenuity)& included&
Glutamate&Receptor&Signaling,&&Gαq&Signaling,&and&G[Protein&Coupled&Receptor&
Signaling& (five& genesg& [logP& =& 3.95,& 2.4,& 2.28g& Supplementary, Table, 8,& see&
&&59&
Yazdani& et& al.,& 2015).& Neither& transcriptome& nor& qPCR& analysis& detected& any&






et& al.,& 2015).& The& top& network,& containing& the& terms,& “Cellular& Development,&
Nervous& System& Development& and& Function,& Behavior”& consisted& of& several&
downregulated& genes& involved& in& neurodevelopment& and& maintenance& and&
neuronal&signaling&(Figure,9g&Supplementary,Table,10,&see&Yazdani&et&al.,&2015).&
Bdnf& was& a& central& downregulated& gene& within& this& network& (Figure, 9)& and& is&
connected& to& several& downregulated& genes& involved& in& synaptic& transmission&
within&the&network,&including&Malat1,&a&long&nuclear&non[coding&RNA&that&regulates&
synaptogenesis& (Bernard& et& al.,& 2010),& the& vesicular& glutamate& transporters&
VGLUT1& (Slc17a7)& and& VGLUT2& (Slc17a6),& as& well& as& the& AMPA[4& receptor&
subunit& (Gria4),&alpha[1d&adrenergic& receptor& (Adra1d),&and&calcium[dependent&
secretion& activator& 2& (Cadps2),& a& calcium& binding& protein& that& regulates&
neurotransmitter& exocytosis.& The& top& “Diseases& and& Functions”& annotations&








Gene& Ontology& (GO)& pathways& identified& via& WebGestalt& (Wang& et& al.,& 2013g&
Zhang,&Kirov,&&&Snoddy&2005)&largely&complemented&the&IPA&results&whereby&the&
top&biological&process&was&synaptic&transmission&and&signaling&processes,&the&top&







Nervous, System, Development, and, Function,, Behavior”, as, the, top, IPA,
network.,,,










































Biological(Process GO( ID P Adj(P
#(of(
Genes
Synaptic)transmission 0007268 6.40E612 2.07E609 16
Multicellular)organismal)signaling 0035637 3.36E612 2.07E609 18
Transmission)of)nerve)impulse 0019226 1.84E611 3.97E609 17
Cell6cell)signaling 0007267 1.09E609 1.77E607 17
Single6organism)process 0044699 1.91E608 2.48E606 54
Multicellular)organismal)process 0032501 5.60E607 4.54E605 43
Biological)regulation 0065007 5.46E607 4.54E605 57
Single6multicellular)organism)process 0044707 5.25E607 4.54E605 43
Single)organism)signaling 0044700 1.25E606 8.10E605 39
Signaling 0023052 1.25E606 8.10E605 39
Molecular(Function GO( ID P Adj(P
#(of(
Genes
Transporter)activity 0005215 1.74E606 2.00E604 16
Transmembrane)transporter)activity 0022857 1.59E605 1.10E603 13
Secondary)active)transmembrane)
transporter)activity 0015291 4.94E605 1.80E603 6
Alpha16adrenergic)receptor)activity 0004937 4.10E605 1.80E603 2
Substrate6specific)transporter)activity 0022892 1.00E604 2.40E603 12
Substrate6specific)transmembrane)
transporter)activity 0022891 1.00E604 2.40E603 11
Anion)transmembrane)transporter)activity 0008509 2.00E604 3.60E603 6
Transmembrane)transporter)activity 0015075 4.00E604 6.30E603 10
Adrenergic)receptor)activity 0004935 5.00E604 6.60E603 2
Cellular(Component GO( ID P Adj(P
#(of(
Genes
Cell)junction 0030054 8.26E608 9.17E606 15
Synapse 0045202 1.07E606 5.94E605 12
Plasma)membrane 0005886 3.63E606 1.00E604 31
Cell)periphery 0071944 6.17E606 2.00E604 31
Synapse)part 0044456 1.87E605 4.00E604 9
Cell)part 0005623 2.00E604 3.20E603 66
Neuron)spine 0044309 4.00E604 4.90E603 5
Dendritic)spine 0043197 4.00E604 4.90E603 5
Postsynaptic)membrane 0045211 6.00E604 6.70E603 5
&&65&
In%silico%eQTLs%associated%with%differentially%expressed%genes%in%Line%4a%
To& aid& in& understanding& the& molecular& mechanisms& underlying& the& Line& 4a&




genetic& variation& in& Hnrnph1& and& differential& expression& of& neocortical& Ipcef1&
(Table,2,&Supplementary,Table,6,&see&Yazdani&et&al.,&2015)&(Chesler&et&al.,&2004).&






cortexg&HC& =& hippocampusg&DEGs& =& differentially& expressed& genesg&Chr/Pos& =&
chromosome&and&position&of&DEGg&FC=fold[changeg&P&=&p[valueg&Q&=&q[valueg&LRS&
=&likelihood&ratio&statisticg&GN&=&GeneNetwork.&eQTLs&[LRS&>&13.6&(LOD&>&3)]&were&
identified& from& the& following& datasets:& UTHSC& Hippocampus& Illumina& v6.1& All&
Combined&(Nov12)&RankInv&Databaseg&Hippocampus&Consortium&M430v2&(Jun06)&


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BACKGROUND:& Variation& in& the& abuse& liability& of& amphetamines& can& be&
explained,& in& part,& by& heritable& genetic& factors.&We& recently& identified&Hnrnph1&
(heterogeneous& nuclear& ribonucleoprotein& H1)& as& a& quantitative& trait& gene&
underlying& variance& in& the& locomotor& stimulant& response& to&methamphetamine.&
The& mechanisms& by& which% Hnrnph1& alters& methamphetamine& sensitivity& are&
unclear,&but&could&involve&functional&perturbations&in&dopamine&neurotransmission.&




deletions& in& Hnrnph1& (Hnrnph1+/[).& Next,& we& immunohistochemically& assessed&
hnRNP& H& protein& expression& and& the& mesocorticolimbic& dopamine& circuit& in&
Hnrnph1+/[&mice.&We&then&examined&methamphetamine&reward&using&conditioned&
place&preference&(CPP),&extracellular&dopamine&content&and&methamphetamine[





RESULTS:& Transcriptome& analysis& revealed& downregulation& in& the& majority& of&
ribosome[related& genes& and& an& enrichment& of& genes& that& comprise& the& protein&
translational& apparatus.& Pathway& analysis& predicted& activation& of& neuronal&
development& which& was& corroborated& by& evidence& for& increased& dopaminergic&
innervation&in&the&NAc&of&Hnrnph1+/[&mice.&CPP&revealed&dose[dependent&changes&
in& methamphetamine& reward& in& Hnrnph1+/[& mice& that& paralleled& strikingly& with&
genotypic& differences& in& acute&methamphetamine[induced& dopamine& release& in&
the& NAc.& No& significant& differences& in& baseline& or& reuptake& of& dopamine& were&
detected.& Finally,& Hnrnph1+/[& mice& exhibited& reduced& methamphetamine&
reinforcement&and&intake.&&
&







that& affects&millions& globally.&Currently,& amphetamines& rank& second& among& the&
most&widely&abused&illicit&drug&class&(Elkashef,&2015g&UNODC,&2016).&Like&other&










in& rodents& (Hooks,& et& al.,& 1991g& Yamamoto& et& al.,& 2013).& We& recently& used&
positional& cloning& and& gene& editing& via& Transcription& Activator[like& Effector&
Nucleases& (TALENs)& to& identify& Hnrnph1& as& a& quantitative& trait& gene& for& MA&
sensitivity& in& mice& (Yazdani& et& al.,& 2015).& Hnrnph1& (heterogenous& nuclear&
ribonucleoprotein&H1)&encodes&an&RNA[binding&protein&(RBP)&that& is&expressed&
throughout&the&brain,&and&is&a&part&of&a&subfamily&of&hnRNPs&that&includes&hnRNP&
H1,& H2& and& F&which& possess& structurally& unique& quasi[RNA& recognition&motifs&







We& previously& demonstrated& that& Hnrnph1& polymorphisms& and& heterozygous&
deletion& (Hnrnph1+/6)&affect& the&behavioral&sensitivity& to&acute&MA,&however,& the&
effects& on& drug& reward& and& reinforcement& are& unknown.& Additionally,& the&
neurobiological& mechanism(s)& affecting& Hnrnph1& mediated& differences& in& MA[
induced& behaviors& are& not& clear.& & Hnrnph1& mRNA& is& ubiquitously& expressed&
throughout&the&adult&mouse&brain&(Lein&et&al.,&2007).&Although&hnRNP&H1&is&protein&
expression&is&reported&to&be&nuclear[restricted,&a&detailed&analysis&of&cell[type&and&




et& al.,& 2016g&E.&Wang&et& al.,& 2007).&Whole[exome&sequencing& identified& coding&
variants& in&HNRNPH2& (located& on& the& X& chromosome)& associated& with& severe&
neurodevelopmental&disorders&in&females&(Bain&et&al.,&2016),&implicating&a&crucial&
role&of&hnRNP&H&protein&in&neurodevelopment.&Finally,&our&previous&transcriptome&
analysis& of& congenic& mice& harboring& Hnrnph1& polymorphisms& associated& with&





The& purpose& of& the& present& study& was& two[fold.& First,& to& investigate& the&
neurobiological&mechanisms&through&which&Hnrnph1&modulates&MA&behavior,&we&
examined&the&striatal&transcriptome&in&mice&heterozygous&for&a&deletion&in&Hnrnph1&
(Hnrnph1+/[).& Second,& we& immunohistochemically& assessed& hnRNP& H& protein&
expression&and&the&mesocorticolimbic&dopamine&circuit&in&Hnrnph1+/[&mice.&Third,&
we& examined& dose[dependent& reward& via& conditioned& place& preference& (CPP),&








drug[induced& locomotor& activity,& reinforcement,& and& reward& learning& (Beninger,&
1983g& Kalivas& && Stewart,& 1991g& Roy& A&Wise& && Bozarth,& 1987).& Transcriptome&
analysis& of& the& STR& (including& both& dSTR& and& NAc)& from& drug[naïve& subjects&
identified&1,181&differentially&expressed&genes& in&Hnrnph1+/[&mice&(FDR&<&0.05).&
788& genes& were& upregulated& while& 394& were& downregulated.& Real[time&
quantitative&PCR&(qPCR)&validation&of&a&subset&of&highly&expressed&differentially&
expressed&genes&with&large&fold[changes&(1.2[1.5)&and&low&p[values&(1.35&x&10[07[
1.8& x& 10[3),& followed& by& cage[adjusted& ANCOVA& analysis& (Yazdani,& 2016)&
confirmed&two&significant&differentially&expressed&genes&(Sv2c,&Tenm4)&and&one&
near[significant& (Stx1b)& gene& from& our& list& (Table, 3).& IPA& identified& “Cellular&
Development,&Cellular&Growth& and&Proliferation,&Nervous&System&Development&









4).& Additionally,& the& top& three& IPA& canonical& pathway& enrichment& terms& were&
related& to& ribosome[associated& protein& translation,& including& eIF2& ([logP=42),&
mTOR& ([logP=16.5),& and&eIF4&and&p70S6K& ([logP=14.3).&The& top&20&canonical&
pathway&enrichment&terms&directly&relevant&to&MA&and&DA&signaling&include&CREB&
(#5),& GPCR& (#7),& PKA& (#12),& Calcium& (#13),& alpha& adrenergic& signaling& (#15),&
cAMP& (#17),& and&Dopamine[DARRP32&Feedback& in& cAMP& (#19).& Interestingly,&
Axon&Guidance&was&also&a& top&20& term& (#11)&which&could& contain&differentially&
expressed& genes& that& contribute& to& neurodevelopment& of& dopaminergic& neuron&
projections& to& the& forebrain.& IPA&Diseases&and&Bio&Functions&analysis&predicted&
increased&activation&in&neurodevelopmental&categories&such&as&neuritogenesis&(p&





















Unpaired Student’s.T0test ANCOVA – Cage.Covariate
T0statistic D.F. p0value F0statistic D.F. p0value
Cyfip2 0.34 6 0.75 0.65 2,5 0.43
Sv2c* 0.38 6 0.72 11 2,5 0.03
Nnat 0.60 6 0.57 0.44 2,5 0.42
Cdh13 0.37 6 0.73 1.98 2,5 0.26
Cnr1 0.75 6 0.48 0.71 2,5 0.67
Htt 0.37 6 0.73 1.98 2,5 0.26
Tenm4* 1.06 6 0.33 21.53 2,5 0.03
Frrs1l 0.06 6 0.95 1.66 2,5 0.45
Stx1b# 0.94 6 0.38 9.10 2,5 0.06
&&105&
Figure, 12., Transcriptome, analysis, of, the, striatum, from, Hnrnph1+/K, mice,





















& KEGG$TERM Overlap Adj$P Z Combined
Ribosome 67/137 9.54E227 21.74614 104.6191
Circadian;entrainment 30/95 1.15E207 21.91932 30.66836
Alzheimer's;disease 36/168 1.03E205 21.79182 20.57511
Glutamatergic;synapse 27/114 5.81E205 21.85683 18.11189
Retrograde;endocannabinoid;signaling 25/101 5.94E205 21.82632 17.77311
Calcium;signaling;pathway 34/180 0.000136 21.83182 16.30961
Adrenergic;signaling;in;cardiomyocytes 30/148 0.000136 21.70933 15.21898
Cholinergic;synapse 25/111 0.000159 21.8612 16.27889
Morphine;addiction 22/91 0.0002 21.62934 13.8811
Aldosterone;synthesis;and;secretion 20/81 0.000326 21.70571 13.69347
GO$Biological$Function Overlap Adj$P Z Combined
viral;transcription 66/84 2.17E236 22.10715 173.0353
translational;termination 66/89 1.36E235 22.10984 169.3854
translational;elongation 71/114 4.47E235 22.12632 168.1774
cotranslational;protein;targeting;to;membrane 70/110 4.47E235 22.10631 166.5945
SRP2dependent;cotranslational;protein;targeting;to;
membrane 69/108 1.01E234 22.09816 164.2334
cellular;protein;complex;disassembly; 70/113 1.07E234 22.13924 167.3292
establishment;of;protein;localization;to;endoplasmic;
reticulum 70/115 2.12E234 22.09288 162.2756
protein;targeting;to;ER 69/111 2.29E234 22.09799 162.5127
protein;targeting;to;membrane 78/156 4.27E234 22.18374 167.7905
viral;life;cycle 70/118 5.07E234 22.11836 162.401
GO$Cellular$Component Overlap Adj$P Z Combined
ribosomal;subunit; 69/135 1.89E230 22.11393 144.6833
cytosolic;part 73/198 1.85E225 22.28324 130.0283
cytosolic;large;ribosomal;subunit 38/52 1.6E220 22.15976 98.44995
large;ribosomal;subunit 40/74 3.05E218 22.10914 85.06627
ribosome 56/166 4.14E218 22.18939 87.63421
cytosolic;small;ribosomal;subunit; 28/39 4.94E215 22.10407 69.3097
cytosol; 269/2529 8.95E214 21.98533 59.64748
synapse;part; 77/395 1.8E213 22.26061 66.34108
cell2substrate;adherens;junction 71/358 9.8E213 22.22708 61.58122
focal;adhesion 70/352 1.16E212 22.19117 60.22814
GO$Molecular$Function Overlap Adj$P Z Combined
structural;constituent;of;ribosome 68/160 2.89E225 22.36946 133.8822
calmodulin;binding 42/170 1.38E208 22.39758 43.40048
inorganic;cation;transmembrane;transporter;activity 75/497 3.09E207 22.55812 38.34441
calcium;ion;transmembrane;transporter;activity 33/127 3.09E207 22.34226 35.10883
metal;ion;transmembrane;transporter;activity 63/400 1.3E206 22.5052 33.9611
divalent;inorganic;cation;transmembrane;transporter;
activity 34/154 3.9E206 22.35712 29.3559
gated;channel;activity 50/323 4.16E205 22.41986 24.40723
actin;binding; 57/386 3.37E205 22.32161 23.90485
ion;channel;activity; 57/396 4.97E205 22.40823 23.86621
voltage2gated;cation;channel;activity 31/149 3.71E205 22.2565 23.01831
Mammalian$Phenotype$4 Overlap Adj$P Z Combined
abnormal;synaptic;transmission 108/453 2.43E236 21.55634 127.6253
abnormal;brain;morphology 154/1188 5.76E226 21.41041 81.96832
abnormal;neuron;morphology 137/1006 1.04E224 21.24784 68.91494
mammalian;phenotype 308/3773 1.04E224 20.59428 32.82066
abnormal;motor;capabilities 165/1482 8.82E222 21.58268 76.7288
abnormal;learning/memory 78/403 4.82E221 21.6178 75.68321
preweaning;lethality 125/1115 6.17E216 21.27673 44.7138
postnatal;lethality 125/1114 6.17E216 21.27506 44.65531
mortality/aging 134/1255 1.08E215 21.21933 42.02247








similar& functions& in&RNA&metabolism& (Honoré&et& al.,& 1995).& IHC&analysis& in& the&
medial& prefrontal& cortex& (mPFC),& dorsal& STR& (dSTR)& and& NAc& indicated& that&
hnRNP& H& expression& was& likely& pan[neuronal& and& nuclear.& Pan[neuronal&
















counterstaining& (blue)& revealed& an& exclusion& of& hnRNP& H& expression& in& non[
neuronal&cells&which&includes&glial&and&vascular&cells.&(A)&Unpaired&Student’s&t[test&
revealed&no&change&in&relative&neuronal&numbers&across&the&mPFC&(t13&<&1),&but&a&
significant& increase& in& relative&non[neuronal&numbers& in&Hnrnph1+/[&vs&WT&(t13&=&










































































































































Behavioral&and& transcriptome& findings& in&Hnrnph1+/[&mice&and& in&congenic&mice&
harboring& Hnrnph1& polymorphisms& suggested& a& potential& perturbation& in&
innervation&and&function&of&the&mesocorticolimbic&DA&circuit&(Yazdani&et&al.,&2015).&
To& test& this& hypothesis,& we& examined& dopaminergic& neuron& innervation& of& the&
mPFC,&dSTR&and&NAc&via&TH&DAB&staining&which&revealed&a&near[significant&and&
significant& increase&in&staining& intensity&within&the&dSTR&and&NAc&of&Hnrnph1+/[,&
respectively& (Figure, 15A).& Densitometry& analysis& of& immunoblots& from& STR&
protein&confirmed&a&significant&increase&in&TH&protein&in&Hnrnph1+/[&mice&(Figure,














(A)& Optical& density& (OD)& analysis& revealed& a& trend& toward& an& increase& in& TH&
intensity& in& the&(i)&dSTR&of&Hnrnph1+/[& (left%graph,&unpaired&Student’s& t[test& t13&=&
2.07,&p&=&0.06)&and&a&significant&increase&in&TH&intensity&in&the&(ii)&NAc&of&Hnrnph1+/[&
(right%graph,&unpaired&Student’s&t[test&t13&=&2.30,&p&=&0.04).&(B)&Immunoblot&intensity&
analysis& identified& a& significant& increase& in& TH& in& the&whole& STR& of&Hnrnph1+/[&
(Hnrnph1+/[,&n&=&9,&WT,&n&=&9g&unpaired&Student’s&t[test&t16&=&2.35,&p&=&0.03).&(C)&









































































next& examined& for& alterations& in& basal& extracellular&DA&and&MA[elicited& release&
using& in%vivo&microdialysis.&We&predicted&at& least& two&potential&outcomes.&First,&
increased&dopaminergic& innervation& in&Hnrnph1+/[mice&could&be&associated&with&
increased& DA& uptake& kinetics.& Second,& increased& presynaptic& dopaminergic&
innervation& could& provide& additional& DA& and& thus,& could& promote& a& larger&MA[
induced& DA& efflux& in& the& NAc.& In& drug[naïve& littermates,& no& net& flux& in% vivo&
microdialysis& in& the& NAc,& followed& by& linear& regression& analyses& indicated& no&
significant& change& in& either& basal& extracellular& DA& content& (y=0)& or& in& DA&
release/reuptake& (extraction& fraction& or& slope).& Thus,& increased& dopaminergic&
innervation&of&the&NAc&does&not&appear&to&result&in&changes&in&basal&DA&content&
or& release/reuptake& (Figure, A11A).& The& results& of& the& conventional& in% vivo&
microdialysis& study& also& failed& to& reveal& genotypic& differences& in& baseline&


















by& a& rightward& shift& in& the& inverted&U[shaped&MA[CPP& dose[response& function&
(Uhl,&Drgonova,&&&Hall,&2014).&Interestingly,&the&genotype&differences&in&MA[CPP&
paralleled& those& for& MA[induced& DA& release& within& the& first& hour& post[injection&
(Figure, 16AKB).& These& correlative& results& are& consistent& with&




genotypic& differences& in& sensorimotor[gating,& anxiety[like& and& depressive[like&
behaviors,& or& motor& coordination& (Figure, A13).& The& null& results& from& this&
behavioral& battery,& combined& with& the& lack& of& genotypic& differences& in& saline[
&&119&
induced& locomotion/response& to& a& novel& environment& (Figure,A12),& argue& that&




Figure, 16., In" vivo, microdialysis, of, methamphetamineKinduced, dopamine,
release,and,methamphetamine,conditioned,place,preference, in,Hnrnph1+/K,
mice.,,
(AKB)&On&Day& 2& of& in% vivo&microdialysis& assessments,&Hnrnph1+/[& (H1+/[g& open&











points& (*p& <& 0.05g& unpaired& Student’s& t[tests).& (B)& Additionally,& genotypic&
differences&were& in&MA[stimulated&DA& release&were& detected& at& 2.0&mg/kg&MA&
[Genotype&by&Time:&F(11,154)&=&3.99,&p&<&0.0001],&with&Hnrnph1+/[&mice&displaying&
increased&DA&at&60&and&100&min&collection&points&(*p&<&0.05g&unpaired&Student’s&t[





MA[paired& side& between& Day& 8& and& 1& (i.e.,& place[conditioningg& in& seconds& [s])&
varied&with&the&MA[conditioning&dose&[Genotype&by&Dose&interaction:&F(2,115)=3.70,&










































































































MA& self[administration& paradigm& (Szumlinski& et& al.,& 2016).& As& reported& in&
C57BL/6J&mice&(Szumlinski&et&al.,&2016),&Hnrnph1+/6&and&WT&littermates&allocated&




low& MA& reinforcement,& Hnrnph1+/6& mice& also& consumed& less& MA& (intakeg&










Hnrnph1+/[& (H1+/[g& open& circles)& and& wild[type& (WTg& closed& circles)& mice& were&
tested&in&oral&MA&administration&with&access&to&80,&120,&160,&200,&300&and&400&


































































This& study& is& the& first& to& expand& on& our& recent& identification& of&Hnrnph1& as& a&
quantitative& trait& gene& underlying& reduced& sensitivity& to& the& locomotor& stimulant&
properties& of& MA& (Yazdani& et& al.,& 2015).& Specifically,& heterozygous& Hnrnph1&
deletion&reduced&the&rewarding&and&reinforcing&properties&of&MA&(Figure,16K17),&
providing& the& first& direct&evidence& that&Hnrnph1& dysfunction&also&modulates& the&
addictive&properties&of&MA.% Importantly,& the&effect&of&Hnrnph1&deletion&on&drug[
induced&behaviors&was&specific,&as&we&did&not&observe&any&gene&deletion&effects&
on& spontaneous/saline[induced& locomotion,& anxiety[like& and& depressive[like&
behaviors,& or&motor& coordination.&Collectively,& these& findings& provided& a& strong&









expression& of& RPs& likely& affects& translation& of& a& large& number& of& proteins&












the& 5’[terminal& mRNA& m7G& cap,& circularize,& and& stabilize& mRNA[protein&
complexes& in& preparation& for& translation& (Bushell& et& al.,& 2001g& Sonenberg& &&
Hinnebusch,&2009).& eIF2,& coupled&with&a& tRNAi&and&GTP,& scan& the&assembled&
mRNA[protein&complex&for&the&AUG&start&codon,&prompting&eIF2[GTP&hydrolysis&
and& tRNAi& uncoupling,& which& spurs& large& ribosomal& protein& recruitment& and&
translational& elongation& (Jackson,& Hellen,& && Pestova,& 2010g& Sonenberg& &&
Hinnebusch,&2009).&Although&no&direct& link&has&been&made&between&hnRNP&H1&
and& elFs,& HNRNPH1& and& HNRNPF& mRNA& expression& were& shown& to& be&
dysregulated&in&the&brains&of&Leukodystrophy&patients&harboring&eIF2B[mutations&
(Huyghe& et& al.,& 2012).& The& mammalian& target& of& rapamycin& (mTOR)& pathway&
consists& of& two& multi[protein& complexes& termed& mTORC1& and& mTORC2.&
Collectively,& these& complexes& control& cell& growth[related& processes& such& as&
transcription,& ribosome& biogenesis,& protein& synthesis,& cell& survival,& and& actin&
&&128&
cytoskeleton& organization& (Cybulski& && Hall,& 2009g& Sonenberg& && Hinnebusch,&
2009).&Interestingly,&chronic&treatment&with&drugs&such&as&morphine&trigger&neural&
adaptations&in&midbrain&dopaminergic&neurons—including&decreased&soma&size,&
increased& excitability,& and& reward& tolerance—via& downregulation& of& mTORC2&
activity&(Mazei[Robison&et&al.,&2011).&More&recently,&chronic&alcohol&exposure&in&





Importantly,& axon& guidance/development& was& one& of& our& top& IPA& canonical&
pathways&and&KEGG&annotations.&In&corroboration,&IPA&also&predicted&increased&
activation&of&categories&related&to&neuron&development,&which&consisted&of&over&
296& genes.& hnRNP& H& proteins& have& been& shown& to& regulate& neuron& and&
oligodendrocyte& differentiation& through& alternative& splicing& of& specific& mRNAs&
(Grammatikakis&et&al.,&2016g&E.&Wang&et&al.,&2012,&2007).&Thus,&it&is&also&likely&that&
hnRNP&H1&could&also&regulate&processing&and&expression&of&mRNAs&relevant&to&
neuron& arborization& and& synaptic& pruning.& In& concordance& with& our&Hnrnph1+/[&
transcriptome& findings,& we& noted& a& significant& increase& in& TH& in& the& NAc& of&





of& Hnrnph1& deletion& upon& basal& neurotransmitter& content& or& release/reuptake&
(extraction& fraction)&within& the&NAc,&arguing& little& role& for&hnRNP&H1&deletion& in&
affecting& bulk& DA& transmission& and& tone.& However,& relative& to& WT& controls,&




that&Hnrnph1& deletion& likely& modulates& DAT& (and/or& vMAT)& function& via& some&
mechanism&other&than&merely&altering&transporter&expression&or&capacity,&which&
would&otherwise&be&predicted&to&result&in&a&uni[directional&effect&of&gene&deletion&















results& of& prior& neuropharmacological& studies& indicating& that& NAc& DA& bi[
directionally& regulates& the&motivational& valence& of& a& MA[paired& environment& in&
C57BL/6J&mice&(Lominac&et&al.,&2014),&as&well&as&with&the&putative&role&for&NAc&DA&
in& regulating& the& formation& of& drug[context& associations& and& the& incentive&
motivational&properties&of&drug[paired&stimuli&(Di&Chiara,&1999g&Everitt,&2014g&Huys&





0.5& mg/kg& MA& reflects& a& failure& of& MA& to& elevate& DA& during& the& conditioning&
sessions.&&&
&
Inline& with& their& failure& to& express& MA[CPP,& when& conditioned& with& low& doses&
Hnrnph1+/[&mice&exhibited&blunted&oral&MA& reinforcement&across&a& range&of&MA&
solutions&(80[400&mg/L)&and&lower&intake&of&higher[dose&solutions&(200[400&mg/L)&
(Figure, 17).& Although& the& total& MA& intake& of& the& mice& during& the& 1[h& self[
administration&session&was&estimated&to&range&from&~1&mg/kg&at&80&mg/L&to&~8&
mg/kg& at& 400& mg/L,& major& procedural& differences& between& the& route& of& MA&
&&131&
administration&(bolus&i.p.&injection&vs.&oral&ingestion&over&1&h)&render&it&impossible&
to& make& predictions& regarding& MA& dosing& between& the& MA[CPP/microdialysis&
experiments& versus& the& oral& MA& self[administration& study.& As& the& MA&
pharmacokinetic&profile&was&not&assessed&any&at&time&during&the&course&of&study,&
brain& MA& levels& post[drinking& remain& unknown,& but& are& predicted,& based& on&
pharmacokinetic&principles&of&oral& administration& to&be& less& than& those&attained&





Our& findings& support& the&hypothesis& that& perturbations& in&mesocorticolimbic&DA&
circuit&could&underlie&reduced&MA&reward&and&reinforcement& in&Hnrnph1+/6&mice.&
Nevertheless,& we& acknowledge& the& potential& involvement& of& additional&
neurotransmitter& systems& and& brain& regions.& Although& the& reward[associated&
effects& of& MA& are& generally& associated& with& dopaminergic& activity,& MA& also&
promotes& synaptic& increases& in& other& monoamines& and& non[monoaminergic&
neurotransmitters& (Schmidt& && Weinshenker,& 2014g& Karen& K.& Szumlinski& et& al.,&
2016).& According& to& our& transcriptome& analysis,& we& also& identified& differentially&
expressed& genes& contributing& to& adrenergic,& glutamatergic,& and& cholinergic&
synaptic& function& and& endogenous& endocannabinoid& signaling& (Table, 4).& All& of&
these&systems&can&modulate&the&locomotor&stimulant&and/or&reward&response&to&
&&132&
psychostimulants& such& as& MA& (Drouin& et& al.,& 2002g& Mark,& Shabani,& Dobbs,& &&
Hansen,&2011g&Parsegian&&&See,&2014g&Schmidt&&&Weinshenker,&2014g&Serrano&&&
Parsons,& 2011g& Witkin,& 1993),& thus& warranting& future& studies& assessing& other&
neurotransmitter& systems& underlying& MA[induced& behavioral& dysfunction& in&
Hnrnph1+/[&mice.& It& should&also&be&noted& that&we&observed&an& increase& in&non[
neuronal& (perhaps& glial)& expression& in& the& mPFC,& a& brain& region& critical& for&
regulating& motivational& behavior& in& drug& seeking& and& reinforcement& (Everitt& &&
Robbins,&2005).&Given&the&role&of&hnRNP&H&in&oligodendrocyte&differentiation&(E.&
Wang&et&al.,&2012,&2007),&non[neuronal,&cortical&mechanisms&could&also&contribute&




















Striatum& (STR)& punches& were& harvested& bilaterally& from& Hnrnph1+/[& and& WT&
littermates&and&processed&for&total&RNA&extractions(Yazdani&et&al.,&2016)&and&RNA[
seq&transcriptome&analysis&(see&Supplementary&Information).&RNA&samples&were&
bioanalyzed& (RIN>8)&and&shipped& to&Genewiz& (South&Plainfield,&NJ)& for&100&bp&
paired[end&cDNA& library&preparation& (TruSeq&kit,& Illumina,&San&Diego,&CA),&and&
sequenced& in&quadruplicate&over& four& lanes&(Illumina&HiSeq&2500).&FASTQ&files&
were&aligned& to& the& reference&genome& (mm10g&UCSC&Genome&Browser)&using&
TopHat&(D.&Kim&et&al.,&2013).&HTSeq&Python&Package&was&used&to&compute&the&
&&134&





Pathway&Analysis& (IPAg&QIAGEN)& to& determine& top& hit& affected& gene&networks,&
canonical& pathways,&and&disease/functional&predictions&as&previously&described&
(Kirkpatrick&et&al.,&2016g&Yazdani&et&al.,&2015).&We&also&used&Enrichr&(Kuleshov&et&
al.,& 2016)& as& a& complementary& enrichment& tool&





For& IHC,& coronal& slices& were& blocked& with& 4%& normal& goat& serum.& Following&
optimization&of&antibodies&(Hoffmann,&Le,&&&Sita,&2008),&slices&were&incubated&two[
nights&at&4°C&with&either&anti[hnRNP&H&(1:50,000&Rabbit&polyclonal,&Bethyl&Labs)&
or& tyrosine& hydroxylase& (TH)& (1:500,& Rabbit& polyclonal,& Santa& Cruz)& primary&
antibodies,&and&processed&for&3[3’[diaminobenzidine&(DAB)&staining&and&analyzed&





Cruz)& primary& antibodies& two[nights& at& 4°C.& Next,& tissues& were& incubated& with&
Alexa&Fluor&488&(1:500&Donkey&anti[Rabbit,&Life&Technologies)&and&Alexa&Fluor&
633&(1:500&Donkey&anti[Goat,&Life&Technologies)&secondary&antibodies,&washed,&
mounted& onto& slides,& and& then& coverslipped& with& ProLong& Diamond& Antifade&
Mountant& (ThermoFisher),&mounted&onto& slides,& and& imaged&on& the&Leica&SPE&
Confocal&microscope.&To&quantify&hnRNP&H[positive&neurons&and&glia&in&tissue,&4[








For& protein& quanitification,& drug& naïve& STR& punches& were& harvested& from&
Hnrnph1+/6&and&WT& littermates,&homogenized&using&RIPA&buffer& (ThermoFisher)&
supplemented& with& protease& and& phosphatase& inhibitors,& and& quantified.& For&
immunoblotting,&25μg&samples&were&loaded&into&a&mini[PROTEAN&TGX&gel&(Bio[




1:10,000&anti[TH& (Rabbit& polyclonal,&Santa&Cruz)& primary&antibody&overnight& at&
4°C.&Membranes&were& then&washed&and& incubated&with& 1:10,000&Donkey&anti[
Rabbit&secondary&antibody&conjugated&with&Horseradish&peroxidase,&and&imaged&
via&chemiluminescence&photo[detection.&Membranes&were&reprocessed&for&beta[
actin& detection& (1:10,000g& Sigma&Aldrich)& and& images&were& then& processed& for&
densitometry& analysis& (ImageQuant,& GE& Healthcare& Life& Sciences).& TH& bands&






The& animal’s& skull& was& exposed,& leveled,& and& holes& were& drilled& based& on&
coordinates&from&Bregma&for&the&NAc&(AP:&+1.3&mm,&ML:&±1&mm,&DV:&−2.2&mm),&
according& to& the& mouse& brain& atlas& of& Paxinos& && Franklin,& (2001).& The& guide&
cannulae&were&lowered&bilaterally&such&that&the&tips&of&the&cannulae&were&2&mm&
above&the&NAc.&The&skull&was&then&prepared&for&polymer&resin&application&and&the&









Conventional& microdialysis& was& conducted& using& a& within[subjects& design& to&
examine& SAL& and& acute& MA[induced& DA& release& (0.5& or& 2& mg/kg,& i.p.),& using&
procedures& similar& to& those& described& previously(Lominac& et& al.,& 2014,& 2016).&

















using& infrared& cameras& (Swan,& Victoria,& Australia)& and& tracked& (ANY[maze,&
Stoelting,&Wood&Dale,& IL).&On&Day& 1&Hnrnph1+/[&and&wild[type& (WT)&mice&were&









The& procedures& for& MA& operant[conditioning& were& similar& to& those& recently&
described&(Lominac&et&al.,&2016).&Hnrnph1+/[&and&WT&mice&were&initially&trained&to&
nose[poke&80&mg/L&MA,&with&the&concentration&of&MA&progressively&increased&over&





attrition& rate.& Operant[conditioning& is& an& instrumental& task& that& permits&














Prepulse" inhibition" of" acoustic" startle.% This& test& was& employed& to& assess&
sensorimotor&gating.&The&apparatus&and&procedures&used&ere& identical& to& those&
previously& described& (Szumlinski& et& al.,& 2005).& Six& trial& types& were& conducted:&
startle&pulse&(st110,&110&dB/40&ms),&low&prepulse&stimulus&alone&(st74,&74&dB/20&
ms),& high& prepulse& stimulus& alone& (st90,& 90& dB/20& ms),& low& or& high& prepulse&







Novel" object" test.& To& assess& anxiety[like& behavior,& mice& were& placed& into& a&
rectangular&box&(23.5&cm&x&44.45&cm&x&20.3&cm&high)&containing&one&small,&inedible&
























Porsolt" swim" test.& To& assess& depressive[like& behavior& (Porsolt,& Le& Pichon,& &&
Jalfre,&1977),&mice&were&placed&into&a&pool&(11&cm&in&diameterg&20&cm&high)&filled&
with&room[temperature&water&up&to&15.5&cm&and&allowed&to&swim&for&a&total&of&6&







and&accelerated& to&40&RPM& in&60&s.&Time&(s)& it& took&a&mouse& to& fall& (physically&























RNA& metabolism.& Accumulating& studies& indicate& that& heterogeneous& nuclear&
ribonucleoproteins& are& associated& with& drug[induced& cellular& responses& and&
adaptations&underlying&the&addictions.&We&recently&mapped&and&directly&validated&
heterogeneous&nuclear& ribonucleoprotein&H1& (Hnrnph1)& as& the& quantitative& trait&
gene& underlying& differential& behavioral& sensitivity& to& methamphetamine.& The&
molecular&mechanism&by&which&hnRNP&H1&alters&methamphetamine&behavior&is&
unknown&but&could&involve&pre[&and/or&postsynaptic&changes&in&protein&localization&
and& function.& Methamphetamine& stimulates& postsynaptic& dopamine& receptor&
signaling&indirectly&by&binding&to&presynaptic&dopamine&transporters&which&triggers&
reverse& transport& and& accumulation& of& dopamine& at& the& synapse.& Here,& we&
examined&changes&in&neuronal&localization&of&hnRNP&H&following&stimulation&of&rat&
primary& cortical& neurons& with& potassium& chloride& (KCl)& and& pharmacological&
treatment& with& the& D1& or& D2& dopamine& receptor& agonists& SKF38393& and& ([)[
Quinpirole& HCl,& respectively.& Basally,& hnRNP& H& staining& was& localized& to& the&
nucleus&and&not&detected&in&the&cytoplasm.&Both&KCl&and&D1&receptor&stimulation&




were& observed,& Hnrnph1& mRNA& expression& was& decreased& in& the& SKF38393&







Proteins& belonging& to& the& heterogeneous& nuclear& ribonucleoprotein& (hnRNP)&
family&have&multifunctional&roles&in&RNA&biogenesis&and&metabolism&including&both&
nuclear& and& cytoplasmic& functions& (Han& et& al.,& 2010).& In& the& nucleus,& hnRNPs&
regulate& transcription,& splicing,& and& mRNA& stability& through& 5'[capping& and&
polyadenylation&(Arhin&et&al.,&2002g&Han&et&al.,&2010g&Zhang&et&al.,&2012).& In&the&
cytoplasm,&hnRNPs&are&involved&in&the&translation&and&degradation&of&transcripts&
(Han&et&al.,& 2010g&Uren&et&al.,& 2016g&G.&Zhang&et&al.,& 2012).&While&most&of& the&
hnRNPs&are&localized&to&either&the&nucleus&or&cytoplasm,&some&are&present&in&both&




dendritic& processes& (Darnell& 2011g&Grooms&et& al.,& 2006g&Muslimov&et& al.,& 2014g&
Zhang&et&al.,&2012).&
&
Immunopurification& combined& with& mass& spectrometry& has& identified& over& 20&
hnRNPs&labeled&from&A&to&U&(Dreyfuss&et&al.,&1993).&hnRNP&H1,&H2,&and&F,&are&
















neuron& and& oligodendrocyte& differentiation& through& alternative& splicing&
(Grammatikakis& et& al.,& 2016g& Wang& et& al.,& 2007).& Additionally,& whole[exome&
sequencing&identified&de%novo%missense&variants&in&the&nuclear&localization&signal&
of&HNRNPH2& (which& is& located&on& the&X[chromosome)& that&are&predicted& to&be&













al.,& 2016),& implicating& a& potential& role& of& hnRNP& H& in& alcohol[induced&
neuroadaptive&changes.&&
&
Using& quantitative& trait& locus& (QTL)& mapping& and& gene& editing,& we& identified&
Hnrnph1& as& the& quantitative& trait& gene& underlying& reduced& sensitivity& to& the&
locomotor& stimulant& properties& of& methamphetamine& (MA)& in& mice.& Based& on&
transcriptome&analysis&of& the&QTL&within& the&striatum,&we&hypothesized&that& the&
mechanism& could& involve& a& deficit& in& mesocorticolimbic& dopaminergic& neuron&
development&(Yazdani&et&al.,&2015).&Dopaminergic&neurons&in&the&ventral&midbrain&
project&to&the&basal&forebrain&and&prefrontal&cortex&where&MA&binds&to&presynaptic&
dopamine& transporters& (DATs)& triggering& reverse& transport,& increased& synaptic&
dopamine,& and& the& activation& of& postsynaptic& D1& and& D2& G& protein[coupled&
receptors&(Juarez&&&Han,&2016g&Sonsalla&et&al.,&1986).&hnRNP&H&could&potentially&
act& pre[& or& postsynaptically& to& influence& the& behavioral& response& to& MA& and&
perhaps& activity[dependent& synaptic& plasticity.& Based& on& previous& studies& on&
neuronal& activity[dependent& translocation& of& hnRNPs& from& the& nucleus& to& the&








Following& neuronal& stimulation,& a& large& and& significant& increase& in& nuclear&
fluorescence&of&hnRNP&H&was&detected&via& immunocytochemical&(ICC)&analysis&
using&an&antibody&targeting&the&C[domain&(Figure,18A,B).&Interestingly,&this&effect&








at& baseline& or& in& response& to& KCl& stimulation,& hence& exhibiting& specificity& for&
hnRNP&H&(Figure,A15A).&The&C[domain&of&hnRNP&H&harbors&the&glycine[rich&GY&
and&GYR&domains& that&mediate&protein[protein& interactions&while& the&N[domain&
qRRMs& mediate& protein[RNA& interactions& (Van& Dusen& et& al.,& 2010).& We&
hypothesize&that&our&findings&can&be&explained&by&activity[dependent&perturbations&
in&hnRNP&H&GY&domain,&such&as&protein[protein& interactions&or& folding,& thereby&
affecting& antibody& binding.& To& test& this& hypothesis,& we& conducted& the& same&
immunocytochemical&experiment,&but&instead&targeted&hnRNP&H&using&an&antibody&
&&150&
targeting& an& N[domain& epitope& between& qRRM& 1[2.& ICC& revealed& a& slight& but&
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To& determine& whether& dopamine& receptor& activation& is& sufficient& to& increase&
nuclear& fluorescence,& we& next& examined& the& effect& of& D1& and& D2& dopamine&
receptor& agonists& on& nuclear& hnRNP&H.& Similar& to& KCl& depolarization,& neurons&
treated&with& the&D1& receptor&agonist&SKF38393& induced&an& increase& in&nuclear&
fluorescence&of& hnRNP&H& that&was&observed& via& ICC&of& the&C[domain& (Figure,
19A),& but& not& the& N[domain& (Figure, 19C).& Additionally,& SKF38393[mediated&
increase& in& hnRNP& H& nuclear& immunofluorescence& was& blocked& by& co[
administration&of&the&D1&antagonist,&SCH23390&(Figure,19B),&indicating&that&the&
effect& of& SKF38393& was& mediated& by& D1& receptor& activation.& The& C[domain&
antibody& did& not& present& any& non[specific& binding& and& banding& in& rat& cortical&
neurons& at& baseline& or& in& response& to& SKF38393& treatment,& hence& exhibiting&
specificity& for& hnRNP& H& (Figure, A15B).& Unlike& KCl& treatment,& D1& receptor&
activation& induced& a& moderate& yet& significant& decrease& in& Hnrnph1& mRNA&
expression& (p=0.03),& and& a& trend& in& the& same& direction& with& Hnrnph2& mRNA&
(p=0.053)& while& no& significant& difference& in& hnRNP& H& protein& expression& was&
identified&(Figure,19D).&In&contrast&to&SKF38393,&treatment&with&the&D2&receptor&











was& blocked& by& co[administration& of& 1& μM& SKF38393& and& 10& nM& SCH23390&
(hnRNP&H[Cg&unpaired&Student’s&t[test,&t4&<1g&No&Tx:&n&=&3,&1&μM&SKF38393+10&
nM&SCH23390:& n& =& 3).& (C)& No& significant& differences&were& found& in& N[domain&
reactivity&of&nuclear&hnRNP&H&following&1&μM&SKF38393&(hnRNP&H[Ng&unpaired&
Student’s& t[test,& t4&=& [1.139,%p&=& 0.318g&No&Tx:& n& =& 3,& 1& μM&SKF38393:& n&=& 3)&



































































































































8&DIV&cortical& neurons&were& treated&with&untreated&media& (No&Tx)&or&1&μM& ([)[
Quinpirole&HCl&(D2&receptor&agonist)&for&1.5&h.&(A)&No&significant&differences&in&C[































Previous& studies& demonstrated& that& KCl& stimulation& of& neurons& induced& the&
translocation&and&accumulation&of&RNA[binding&proteins&(RBPs)&such&as&HuD&and&





several& hnRNPs& exhibit& activity[dependent& neuronal& translocation,& we& did& not&
detect& any& gross& change& in& hnRNP& H& localization& from& the& nucleus& to& the&
cytoplasm&in&response&to&neuronal&depolarization&or&dopamine&receptor&activation.&








receptor& stimulation& promote& increased& nuclear& fluorescence& of& hnRNP& H,& as&
detected& by& an& antibody& that& binds& to& the& GY& domain& in& the& C[domain.& This&
increased& fluorescence& occurred& in& the& absence& of& any& significant& change& in&
protein&levels.&It&is&possible&that&depolarization&or&D1&receptor&activation&disrupts&
ribonucleoprotein& complexes& containing& hnRNP& H& through& a& post[translational&
modification&(e.g.,&phosphorylation)&that&triggers&a&conformational&change&with&a&
concomitant& increase& in& C[domain& epitope& availability.& Interestingly,& both& KCl[
mediated&neuronal&depolarization&and&D1[receptor&stimulation&activate&adenylate%
cyclase&activity&and&elevate&cytoplasmic&cAMP,&which&activates&several&kinases,&
including& protein& kinase& A& (PKA)& (Kornhauser& et& al.,& 2002g& Paul& et& al.,& 2000).&
Although&specific&phosphorylation&sites& in& the&C[domain&are&currently&unknown,&
phosphorylation& of& hnRNP& A1,& I,& K& and& L& can& effect& RBP& nucleotide[binding&




been& shown& to& lead& to& cytoplasmic& retention& of& HNRNPH2& and& to& perturb&
neurodevelopment& in& females& (Bain& et& al.,& 2016g& Van& Dusen& et& al.,& 2010).&
Mutations&in&the&glycine[rich&or&prion&domains&of&other&RBPs,&such&as&FUS,&TDP[
&&160&
43,& hnRNPA1& and& A2B1,& were& found& to& induce& aberrant& ribonucleoprotein&
complexing,&contributing&to&neurodegenerative&disease&(Wolozin,&2014).&
&
Interestingly,& D1& but& not& D2& receptor& activation& increased& hnRNP& H& nuclear&





the& reward& circuit& through& promoting& reverse& transport& of& membrane&





the& PFC& specifically,& D1& receptor& activation& contributes& to& intra[medial& PFC&
cocaine& self[administration& and& intravenous& self[administration,& and& hence&
mediates& the& reinforcing& effects& of& psychostimulants& (Goeders& && Smith& 1983g&
McGregor&&&Roberts&1995).&&
&




et&al.&2005).&For& instance,& in& the&STR&and&mPFC,&amphetamine& induces&a&D1[














et&al.,& 2016).& In& the&context&of&psychostimulant&addiction,&we& recently& identified&
Hnrnph1&as&a&novel&gene&underlying&differential&sensitivity&to&MA&(Yazdani&et&al.,&
2015).&It&is&unclear&at&the&moment&whether&hnRNP&H1&functions&presynaptically,&
postsynaptically& or& both& to& modulate& psychostimulant& behavior.& Based& on&
transcriptome& QTL& analysis,& we& recently& implicated& a& presynaptic& mechanism&




downstream& cellular& adaptations& that& are& mediated& by& hnRNP& H.& Our& findings&
warrant& additional& studies& to& clarify& the& dynamic& changes& in& hnRNP& H&






Primary& cortical& neurons& were& dissected& from& the& neocortex& of& E18& Sprague[
Dawley& embryos& (Charles&River& Laboratories),& which& express& both&D1& and&D2&
dopamine&receptors&(Alagarsamy&et&al.,&1997g&Iizuka&et&al.&,&2007g&Sun&et&al.,&2005).&
Pregnant&dams&were&euthanized&by&CO2.&Embryonic&brains&were& removed&and&
placed& in& ice[cold&Ca2+/Mg2+&free& (CMF)&media& [Ca2+/Mg2+&free&Hanks&BSS,&4.2&
mM&sodium&bicarbonate,&1&mM&pyruvate,&20&mM&HEPES,&3&mg/mL&BSA,&pH&7.25[
7.3].&Cortices&were&dissected&under&a&dissection&microscope,&homogenized&and&










For& the& control& group,& 1& mL& of& conditioned&media& was& replaced& with& 1& mL& of&
warmed&neurobasal&media.&For&the&experimental&groups,&1&mL&warmed&neurobasal&
&&164&
media& was&mixed& with& KCl,& SKF38393& (Sigma& Aldrich),& SKF38393/SCH23390&
(Sigma& Aldrich)& or& ([)[Quinpirole& HCl& (Q102g& Sigma& Aldrich).& Final& treatment&




primary& hnRNP& H& antibody& [1:500& C[domain,& Rabbit& polyclonal,& Bethyl& Labs&
(RRID:& AB_203269)& or& 1:500& N[domain,& Goat& polyclonal,& Santa& Cruz& (RRID:&
AB_2295514)]& in&1%&BSA&overnight&at&4°C.&Neurons&were&washed&with&1xPBS&
and& incubated& with& Alexa& Fluor& 594& antibody& (1:500& Donkey& anti[Rabbit,& Life&
Technologies)&in&1%&BSA.&Processed&coverslips&were&then&treated&with&ProLong&
Diamond&Antifade&Mountant&with&DAPI&(ThermoFisher)&and&mounted&onto&glass&
slides.& Slides&were& imaged& on& a& Zeiss& AxioObserver&microscope&with& the& 20X&
objective&under&uniform&settings.&20&serial& images&were&taken&per&condition&and&




















1[2& (F:5’6TAGCCGTTTGAGGGAAGAAG63’& && R:5’6
CCCTGTTAGAGTTTCTTCCAGGTA63’).&Gene&expression&was&normalized&to&the&
Glyceraldehyde[3[phosphate& (GAPDH)& housekeeping& gene.& Primers& for&






from& the& plates& with& a& small& volume& of& solution& and& pelleted& by& centrifuge.&















imaged& via& chemiluminescence& photo[detection.&Membranes&were& reprocessed&
for& beta[actin& detection& (1:10,000g& Sigma& Aldrich).& After& densitometry& analysis&
(ImageQuant,&GE&Healthcare&Life&Sciences),&quantified&hnRNP&H&bands&values&














and& neurobiological& mechanisms& underlying& MA& addictive& behaviors& in& mice,&
through&addressing&the&following&research&aims:&
I.& Aim" 1:& Identify& the& quantitative& trait& gene& underlying& reduced&
sensitivity&to&methamphetamine.&
II.& Aim"2:&Evaluate& the&contribution&of&Hnrnph1& to&methamphetamine&
conditioned&reward&and&operant&reinforcement.&










first& employed& QTL& mapping& in& B6xD2& F2&mice.& Subsequently,& we& positionally&
cloned&a&206&kb&quantitative&trait&locus&(QTL),&containing&two&protein&coding&genes&
(Hnrnph1& and&Rufy1),& that&was&necessary& for&MA[induced& locomotor& activity& in&




dopaminergic& neuron& development,& glutamatergic& and& adrenergic& signaling,&
implicating& a& neurodevelopmental& mechanism& that& reduces& striatal&
neurotransmission.&
&
Chapter% III:% Hnrnph1% haploinsufficiency% reduces% reward,% reinforcement,% and%
mesocorticolimbic%function%




hnRNP& H& protein& expression& and& the& mesocorticolimbic& dopaminergic& reward&
circuit&in&Hnrnph1+/[&mice.&Transcriptome&analysis&revealed&downregulation&in&most&
ribosomal&subunit&genes&and&an&enrichment&of&protein&translation&genes.&Pathway&
analysis& predicted& activation& of& neuronal& development& categories& which& was&
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corroborated&by&evidence& for& increased&dopaminergic& innervation& in& the&NAc&of&
Hnrnph1+/[&mice.&We&then&examined&dose[dependent&MA&reward&(CPP),&dopamine&
reuptake&(no&net&flux),&and&MA[induced&dopamine&release&(in%vivo&microdialysis).&
Finally,&we&assessed&MA&reinforcement& through&operant[conditioning& in& the&oral&
MA&self[administration&paradigm.&MA[CPP&revealed&dose[dependent&changes&in&
reward& in& Hnrnph1+/[& mice& that& showed& a& striking& correlation& with& genotypic&
differences&in&acute&MA[induced&DA&release&in&the&NAc.&No&differences&in&baseline&
or& reuptake& of& dopamine& were& detected.& Finally,& oral& MA& self[administration&
revealed&Hnrnph1+/[& mice& to& be& less& sensitive& to& the& reinforcing& effects& of&MA.&
Overall,& we& conclude& that&Hnrnph1& deletion& induces& functional& changes& in& the&









reduced& MA& reward& and& reinforcement& through& a& potential& dopaminergic&
mechanism.&Nevertheless,&the&cellular&mechanisms&by&which&hnRNP&H1&alters&MA&
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behavior& remain&unclear,&but&could& involve&pre[&and/or&postsynaptic&changes& in&
protein&localization&and&function.&MA&stimulates&postsynaptic&DA&receptor&signaling&
indirectly& by& binding& to& pre[synaptic& DA& transporters& which& triggers& reverse&
transport&and&accumulation&of&DA&at&the&synapse.&To&further&understand&the&effect&
of& dopaminergic& signaling& on& hnRNP& H,& we& examined& changes& in& neuronal&
localization&of&hnRNP&H&following&stimulation&of&rat&primary&cortical&neurons&with&
potassium& chloride& (KCl)& and& pharmacological& treatment& with& the& D1& or& D2&
dopamine& receptor& agonists& SKF38393& and& ([)[Quinpirole& HCl,& respectively.&
Basally,&hnRNP&H&staining&was&localized&to&the&nucleus&and&not&detected&in&the&
cytoplasm.&Both&KCl&and&D1&receptor&stimulation&induced&an&increase&in&nuclear&
intensity& of& hnRNP& H,& as& detected& by& immunocytochemistry& with& a& C[domain&
antibody& (near& the& glycine[rich& domain)& but& not& with& an& N[domain& antibody.&
Although&no&significant&changes&in&protein&levels&were&observed,&Hnrnph1&mRNA&
expression&was&decreased&in&the&SKF38393&treated&cells.&These&results&suggest&








Figure, 21., Summary, and, neurobiological, mechanisms, of, hnRNP, H1,
underlying,MA,addictive,behaviors.,
(A), The& schematic& illustrates& a& presynaptic& (VTA& afferent)& and& postsynaptic&
(medium&spiny&neuron&dendritic&arbor)&interface&within&the&NAc.&Upon&crossing&the&
blood&brain&barrier,&MA&binds& to&and&reverses&DAT& transporters,& resulting& in&an&
efflux&of&DA& into& the& synaptic& cleft.& Increased& synaptic&DA& results& in& prolonged&
activation&of&postsynaptic&D1&dopamine& receptors,&which& is&associated&with& the&
increased& MA[stimulant& and& reward& response.& (B)& RNA[seq& transcriptome&






contribute& to& increased&mesolimbic&dopaminergic&neuron& innervation&as&well&as&
differences&in&MA[induced&DA&release&in&the&NAc.&The&mechanisms&behind&dose[
dependent&MA[induced&DA&release&are&unclear,&but&could& involve&expression&of&
alternative& (alt.)& isoforms& of& DAT& and/or& vMAT2& (which& could& have& variable&
affinities& for& MA)& or& perturbations& in& protein& kinase& C& (PKC)[mediated& DAT&
phosphorylation& at& Thr53& which& can& alter&MA[induced& DA& efflux& (Foster& et& al.,&
2012g& see& Future% Directions).& (C),Given& our& findings& with& rat& primary& cortical&
neurons,&we&hypothesize&that&(1)&KCl[mediated&depolarization&and&D1&dopamine&
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addictive& behaviors.& Nevertheless,& additional& studies& need& to& be& conducted& to&
further&our&understanding&regarding&the&role&of&hnRNP&H1&in&the&brain,&specifically&
with& regard& to&how&dysfunction& impacts& the&mesocorticolimbic&dopamine&circuit.&
Whether& the& effects& of& hnRNP& H1& are& exclusive& to& MA& is& also& an& important&




































series& of& transcription& factors& in& a& precise& temporal& manner.& The& precise&
coordination&of&transcription&factors&contributes&to&dopaminergic&neurogenesis&and&
specification& (Arenas,& Denham,& && Villaescusa,& 2015g& Blaess& && Ang,& 2015).& In&
&&177&
Chapter& II,& RNA[seq& revealed& a& downregulation& of& Nurr1/Nr4a2& in& congenics&
heterozygous& for& C57BL/6J& and& DBA/2J& Hnrnph1& homologues.& Nurr1/Nr4a2&
encodes& a& transcription& factor& that& is& expressed& in& post[mitotic& dopaminergic&











was& not& differentially& expressed& in% Hnrnph1+/[& mice,& transcriptome& pathway&
analysis& revealed& high[confidence& activation& of& various& functional& categories&
related&to&neuronal&development.&Thus,&we&hypothesize&that&heterozygous&deletion&
of&Hnrnph1&promotes&a&compensatory&response&that&likely&affects&the&regulation&of&
a& number& of& transcription& factors& and& cellular& processes& involved& in& the&
development&and& function&of&dopaminergic&neurons.&Additionally,&given& that&we&
performed& our& RNA[seq& studies& with& STR& tissue,& we& may& be& able& to& better&
understand& the& direct& impact& Hnrnph1& deletion& has& on& dopaminergic& neuron&
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development&and&vitality&through&future&transcriptome&and&spliceome&analyses&of&
the&VTA&of& drug& naïve&Hnrnph1+/[&mice.& It&will& also& be& important& to& assess& the&













we& will& utilize& our& Hnnrph1[HA& mouse& to& conduct& mass& spectrometry& and&
individual[nucleotide& resolution& Cross[Linking& and& ImmunoPrecipitation& (iCLIP)&
(Uren&et&al.,&2016g&Witten& &Ule,&2011).&Our&findings&here,&along&with&our&Hnrnph1+/6&
transcriptome&and&spliceome&analyses,&will&allow&us&to&further&hone&in&on&important&





One& major& limitation& of& a& constitutive& knock[out& is& the& global& effect& of& genetic&
deletion& on& all& cells& composing& an& organism.& As& a& result,& the& behavioral& or&
molecular& phenotypes& exhibited& could& be& an& artifact& of& genetic& perturbations&
affecting& various& biological& processes& including& tissue& development& and&
homeostasis.&hnRNP&H1&is&expressed&ubiquitously&and&displays&cell[type&specific&
expression&in&the&brain&during&development&(Wang&et&al.,&2012,&2007).&Given&our&
current& transcriptome& and& immunohistological& findings,& we& have& reason& to&
associate& mesocorticolimbic& dopaminergic& deficits& in& development& and&
transmission& with& differences& MA[addictive& behaviors& in& Hnrnph1+/[& mice.& To&




staining& in& the& NAc& of&Hnrnph1+/[& mice& which& can& be& interpreted& as& increased&
dopaminergic& innervation.& Additionally,& we& note& a& MA& dose[dependent& and&





D1& receptor& activation& is& associated& with& psychostimulant& reward& and&
&&180&
reinforcement& (Koob,& Le,&&&Creese,& 1987g&Maldonado&et& al.,& 1993g&Tran&et& al.,&
2005).& Given& our& Chapter& IV& findings& that& D1& and& not& D2& receptor& activation&
changes&hnRNP&H&C[terminal&domain&detection,&Hnrnph1&deletion&in&either&D1&or&






of&MA& and& hence& drug& craving& in&Hnrnph1+/[mice,& we& also& propose& examining&





latter& phase& we& can& measure& the& amount& of& active& nose[poke/lever& pressing&
responses& mice& exhibit& over& a& span& of& days& until& administration& behavior& is&
extinguished& (at& a& pre[determined& low& level).&Since&Hnrnph1+/[&mice&exhibit& few&
active& nose[pokes& overall& and& consume& less& MA& under& an& FR1& operant[
conditioning& schedule& (as& seen& in& Chapter& III),& we& hypothesize& they& will& also&
extinguish&faster&than&WT&controls.&After&extinction&is&achieved,&we&can&examine&
&&181&







reinforcer& delivery.& The& ultimate& purpose& of& a& PR& schedule& is& to& measure& the&
“break[point”& or& the& highest& response& rate& that& will& be& achieved& for& reinforce&
delivery&(Richardson&&&Roberts,&1996),&making&PR&a&more&rigorous&metric&in&the&
evaluation&of&motivation&in&rodents.&Unlike&rats,&PR&is&more&difficult&to&do&with&mice&
since& they& tend& to& respond& less&with& ascending& active& response& requirements.&
Thus,&moving&forward,&it&may&also&be&useful&to&generate&a&Hnrnph1&knock[out&rat,&
which& could& also& be& assessed& in& intravenous& self[administration,& which& is& also&
more&technically&challenging&in&mice&but&a&gold&standard&approach.&&
&
The% effects% of% other% drugs% and% substances% of% abuse% on% Hnrnph1+/6% addictive%
behaviors%
Given& the& fundamental& changes& in& mesocorticolimbic& dopaminergic& function& in&







an& intronic& SNP& (rs9479757)& in& the& MOR& gene& (Oprm1)& was& associated& with&
increased&severity&of&opioid&dependence&via&hnRNP&H1[mediated&exon&2&retention&
and& altered& expression& of&Oprm1& splice[variants& (J.& Xu& et& al.,& 2014).&We& have&





Cnr1& as& the& top& differentially& expressed& gene& (FC& =& 1.2g& p& =& 2.27& x& 10[17).&
Interestingly,& Cnr1& encodes& the& cannabinoid& 1& receptor–a& critical& regulator& of&

















exon& 3B& (Nave& et& al.,& 1987).& hnRNP& H& and& F& expression& is& increased& in&
oligodendrocyte&progenitor&cells&during&differentiation,&and& then& is&subsequently&
reduced&in&differentiated&oligodendrocytes&where&the&PLP/DM20&ratio&is&increased.&
Hnrnph1+/[&mice& are& constitutively& heterozygous& for& a&WT& allele,& thus& levels& of&
functional& hnRNP& H1& could& be& deregulated& during& various& stages& of& brain&









and&D3& dopamine& receptors& and& are& sensitive& to& extracellular& dopamine&which&
&&184&
impacts&oligodendrocyte&differentiation,&development&and&myelinogenesis&(Feng,&





In& addition& to& the& transcriptome& analysis& presented& in& Chapter& IV,& we& also&
conducted&transcriptome&and&preliminary&spliceome&analysis&for&112&kb&C57BL/6J&
x& DBA/2J& congenics& which& are& homozygous& for& a& 112& kb& DBA/2J& interval&
containing& only& Hnrnph1& and& Rufy1% protein[coding& genes& (Figure, A17A).& In&
comparison&to&WT&controls,&112&kb&congenics&present&reduced&MA&sensitivity&in&
response& to& 2&mg/kg&MA& (i.p.)& (Figure,A17B).&Of& particular& interest,& we& noted&
Hnrnph1&and&Ppp3ca&(calcineurin&catalytic&subunit)&as&two&of&the&five&genes&shared&
between&Hnrnph1+/[&and&112&kb&preliminary&spliceome&datasets& (Figure,A18A).&
Variation& in& human& PPP3CA& has& been& previously& associated& with& addiction&
vulnerability&and&Alzheimer’s&disease& (Kang&et&al.,& 2010).& qPCR&validation&with&
exon[spanning&primers&reveals&an&increase&in&exons&1[2,&specifically&exon&1&of&the&




variation/deletion& of& Hnrnph1.& From& a& functional& perspective,& reduced& 5’UTR&
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lengths& can& be& detrimental& in& 5’UTR& scanning& of& 43S% preinitiation& complex,&
ultimately& contributing& to& reduced& translational& efficiency& and& the& production& of&
alternative&protein&isoforms&with&variable&N[terminal&domains&(Hinnebusch,&Ivanov,&
&& Sonenberg,& 2016).& Coincidentally,& within& the& exon& 3& of&Hnrnph1& (B6& vs& D2)&




Hnrnph1& pre[mRNA/mature& mRNA,& ultimately& contributing& to& reduced& MA&
sensitivity& observed& in& 112kb& and& Line4a& congenics.& One& future& approach& to&
determine& the& functional& variant(s)& in& Hnrnph1& is& through& site[directed&
mutagenesis&of&the&5’UTR&and&subcloning&into&the&promoter&region&of&a&luciferase&
or&green&fluorescent&protein&reporter&plasmid.&Through&site[directed&mutagenesis&













Lines& 5& and& 6& possessed& chromosome& 11& intervals& from& the& D2& strain& on& an&
isogenic&B6&background&(see&Figure&6a).&The&SNPs&used&to&define&Line&5&and&Line&
6&are& listed& in&Supplementary&Table&1., (a,,b)& The& three& columns& represent& the&
locomotor& phenotypes& for& Days& 1,& 2,& and& 3.& The& two& rows& represent& the&
phenotypes&for&Line&5&and&Line&6.&&Sample&sizes&(N)&are&listed&for&each&genotype.&
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genotyped& as& heterozygous& at& one& other&marker& on& chromosome& 3& (23.7&Mbg&
purple,& horizontal& tick).& We& confirmed& this& genotype& using& a& custom[designed&
florescence[based&assay&(data&not&shown).&This&region&of&residual&heterozygosity&
on&chromosome&3&also&segregated&in&Lines&4b,&4c,&and&4d.&All&other&markers&were&




































































in, founder,mice, and, no, compensatory, change, in,Hnrnph2, expression, in,
Hnrnph1+/+,mice.,,
(a)& A& 197& bp& PCR& amplicon& was& generated& using& primers& specific& for& the&
homologous& region& of& Hnrnph2& in& exon& 4.& The& amplicon& contained& same& the&
homologous&BstNI&cut&site&as&in&Hnrnph1&(Figure&9).&Both&WT&founders&(#30)&and&








































































































































(A), DA& no& net& flux& in& Hnrnph1+/[& (H1+/[)& and& wild[type& (WT)& mice& reveals& no&
genotypic&differences&at&the&point&of&no&DA[flux&within&the&NAc&[Genotype&by&Sex&
ANOVA,&all& p’s&>&0.35g& y&=&0:& 5.00&±&0.44& for&WT& (n&=&16)& vs.& 4.68&±&0.70& for&













































MA Dose WT Hnrnph1+/+















way& mixed& model& ANOVA& (Genotype,& Treatment,& and& Time& as& a& repeated&
measure)&revealed&no&Genotype&by&Treatment&by&Time&interaction&[F(22,1265)&<&1].&
(B)& On& day& 3,& the& first& drug& training& day,& a& three[way& mixed& model& ANOVA&
(Genotype,&Treatment,&and&Time&as&a&repeated&measure)&revealed&a&Genotype&by&
Treatment&by&Time& interaction& [F(22,1265)=1.64,&p&=&0.03].&Two[way&mixed&model&
ANOVAs& for& each& individual& dose& revealed& no& significant& Genotype& by& Time&
interactions:&0&mg/kg&[F(11,484)&=&1.26,&p&=&0.25],&0.5&mg/kg&[F(11,440)&<&1],&2&mg/kg&
[F(11,440)&<& 1].& (C)&On&day& 4,& the& second& saline& training& day,& a& three[way&mixed&
model&ANOVA&(Genotype,&Treatment,&and&Time&as&a&repeated&measure)&revealed&
no&Genotype&by&Treatment&by&Time&interaction&[F(22,1265)&<&1].&(D)&On&day&5,& the&





















































































and& wild[type& (WTg& n& =& 33)& mice.& & (B)& Prepulse& inhibition& of& acoustic& startle&
revealed&no&genotypic&differences&in&the&PPI&response&to&75Hz&(leftg&t69&=&[1.256,&p&

















































































































































Analysis& of& the& average& quinine& intake& (0.003[0.6&mg/ml)& in&Hnrnph1+/[& (H1+/[g&



























(AKB)& Immunoblots& of& hnRNP&H& bands& from& rat& cortical& neurons& reveal& target[
specific& detection& at& approximately& 50& kDa,& and& no& non[specific& banding.& (A)&
Bands&1[2,5:&no&treatmentg&bands&3[4,6:&1.5&h,&20&mM&KCl&treated&neurons.&(B)&










1& time&spent&on& the& right&side& (sec.,& y[axis)&and&dose& (x[axis)&are&plotted& (0.05&
mg/kg:&H1+/[& n& =& 22g&WT,& n& =& 23& |& 0.2&mg/kg:&H1+/[,& n& =& 16g&WT,& n& =& 19).& A&



















































DBA/2J& interval& (B6.D2g&n&=&46),&homozygous& (D2g&n&=&24),&and&WT&C57BL/6J&
controls&(B6g&n=&26)&were&tested&in&a&three[day&locomotor&activity&protocol.&On&Days&
1& and& 2& after& SAL& administration& (i.p.),& no& Genotype& by& Time& interactions& for&
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(A)& Gene& overlaps& were& identified& for& both& Hnrnph1+/[& and& 112& kb& congenic&
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